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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Thursday, 19th January, 1922. 

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber at Eleven of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Chair .. 

UNST ARRED QUESTIONS A..~D ANSWERS. 

RATES AND STANDARDS OF RAILW..lYS IN INDIA AS COMPARED WITH FOREIGN 
CounR-lF.'l. ' 

198. Sir P. S, SivaBwamy Aiyer: (q) With reference to the state-
ment in paragraph 2 of the R.eport of the Railway Committee, 1921, will 
the Government be pleased to furnish a statement showing the rail-way 
rates and fares in the United States, Japan and the principal European States' 
for which information may be available? 

(6) What are the other countries in which railway rates and fares are about 
the same level as the Indian Railway rates and fares? 

(cT Is the Government in a position to state whether in point of efficiency 
and providing for the convenience of the publ~c the railway systems in the 
f'!ountries referred.to in dauses \aj and .bJ are superior or not to the Indian 
railway systems? 

Colonel W. D.Waghom: (a) A statement giving such informa.tion as 
is available in regard to passenger fares and goods rates with a view to com-
parison is laid on the table. 

(6) The passenger fares and good~ rates in In'dia were lower than those 
in any other countr,v in the year 1917-11:l (the latest for which these compara-
tive.figures are available), Japan approaching most closely to India in respect 
{)f passenger fares a.nd Canada in respect of goods rates. In other countries 
the ;pa.ssenger fares and goods rates were considerably higher than those 
in India. . 

(c) Government are not in possession of sufficieqt informa.tion to justify 
the expres~ion of an opmion on this point.' • 
Statement 8.1loUJing average .,.e~tipt8 per prusenger mile by ra~'IUJay8 of different countries 

cal('ulated in ('(Int. (.dmerican). 

United States of America 
Hofland 
C;Lnoda 
South Aush-alia . 
Norway. 1916-17 
;Switzerland . 
New South Wales 
Japau . 
India .-

1737 

191801' 1917-18 
Reeeipts pel' 

passenger mile. 
2-45 
2·27 
2-10 
1-44 
1'42 
1'33 
1'lH 
0'67 
O'D1 

A 
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Statement "'-owing Q1!erage receipts per ton mile boY 10ailwa!J8 qf dijfe're71t rountrielt 
calculated in cents (.American). 

United States of America 

Holland • 

Canada 

South Australia 0 

Norway, 1916·17 

Switzerland 
New South Wales 

Japan 

India 

1918 or 1917-18. 
Receipts per 
ton mileo 

0086 

2013 

0074 

2064 

2029 

3017 

1086 

0087 

0062 

FORFEITURE OF 'RELIGIOUS FATWAS OF THE ULAMAS/ 

199. Mr .. Mohammad Faiyaz Khan: (I) With reference to the 
reply * given by the Government to the Question Noo 73, re the forfeiture of 
. the leaflet entitled 'The.Religious Fatwas of the Ulamas/ asked by the 
Honourable Syed Reza Ali in the Council of State on September Gth, as 
promised by Honourable Mr. H. Do Craik to supply further information on 
the subject if desired hy any other Honourable Member, will the Government 
be pleased to state (a) if it consulted any Maulvi or Maulvis as to ~et el  

the said leaflet was based on the Islamic Doctrines or not; (6) if it did consult 
any Maulvi or Maulvis, what are their names? 

\2) Is it a fact that the said Fatwa was drawn up and signed by 500 
Ulamas of all parts of India? ' 

(3) Is it a fact that on 8th August, 19n, the joint offices of the 
Jamiatul Ulama and Khilafat Committee at Delhi were searched, and that 
B12 copies of the Fatwa were confiscated and loemoved by the Police? 
(4) If the Fatwa or a part of the Fatwa of the Jamiatul Ulama was not 

proscribed, then why were the offices of the Khilafat Committees and the 
J amiatul Ulama searched under the orders of the Delhi Government? 

(5) If the eonfiscation took place under some misunderstanding of facts, 
then why was not the mistake rectified immediately and the confiscated copies 
returned? 

(6) Are the Government aware that the Jamiatul Ulama have chal· 
lenged that each and every item of the said proscnDe<l Fatwa is based mpon 
clear and unequivocal Qoranic injunctions and the Traditions of the Holy 
Prophet (may peace be bestowed on him) ? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: (1) (a) and (6). No. 

(2) So tar as is known, there were two editions of the Fatwa, one issued 
soon after the-Ulamas Conference in November 1920 with 116 signatures and 
the second edition with 463 signatures" from various parts of India. 

(3) Yeso The copies confiscated were copies of the second edition. 

(4) and (p). It is understood that the Honourable Member questions the 
legality of the a(:tion of the Police in searching the offices and seizing the 

... Vide Council of State Debates, Volume II, page 122. 
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copies referred to. If he will refer to section 12 of .the Indian Press Act, he 
will see that the Police areentitle<l· to seize a document which has been 
proscribed wherever it is found. Before the date of tbe search another Local 
Government had issued a notification proscribing the leaflet and any document 
containing the matter of the leaflet, The action of .the Delhi Police was 
therefore lega.l. 

(6) Yes, but several other pronouncements by persons describing them-
selves as Ulamas have appeared from time to time in the Press and elsewhere, 
challenging the accuracy of the statements made and the injunctions contained 
in the Fatwa. 

ADOPTION OF RESOLUTIONS OF THE INDIAN LEGISLATURE. 

200. Rai Sahib Lakshmi Narayan Lal ~ (a) Will the Govern-
ment be pleased to state which of the Resolutious of the Indian Legislature 
during the last two sessions have been adopted,by the Government and what 
practical steps, if any, have so far been taken in respect thereof? 

(6) Will the Government be pleased to state the reasons for non-adoption 
in respect of each of the Resolutions not adopted by the Government? 

(I') Will the Government be pleased to consider the advisability of 
regularly publishing these statements? 

• 
The Honourable Dr. T. B. Sapru: With reference to pa.rt (a) the 

Honourable Member is referred to the statements la.id On the table on the 16th 
instant in reply to a sim!la.r question put by Mr. Agnihotri in September last. 
Further information covered by part (a) and the rest of the question will take 
some time to collect, and when it is· complete the reply to the Honourable 
Member's question will be laid on the table. • 

BALLOT FOR BILLS. 

Mr. President: I have to announce that the ballot for Bills for the 7th 
of February, which was· previously fixed for ~  on Monday morning, the 
23rd, is postponed to 10-30 on Tuesday morning, the 24th, owing to the 
cancellation of Monday's meetjng. A circular will be issued without delay to 
Honourable Members. 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent (Home Member): Sir, may 
I make a statement of the legislative business for the 25th of January. It is 
proposed on that date to take into consideration the Report of the Joint 
Committee on the Indian Income-tax Bill and, if the Assembly ~ ees, to pass 
the Bill as amended. It is also proposed, if time permits, to take into con-
sideration the Report of the Select Committee on the Indian Emigration Bill 
and, if the Assembly ~ees, to pass the Bill at! amended. If time per its~ 

A2 
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['Sir William Vincent.] 
there may be a motion to refer the Delhi University Bill, which was intro-
duced on the 16th of January, to a Joint Committee of both Chambers. 

RESOLUTION BE: APPOINTMENT 

EXAMIN E SECTIONS 124-A, 

INDIAN PENAL CODE AND 

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE. 

OF A COMMITTEE TO 

153-A AND 500 OF THE 

SECTION 108 OF THE 

Rai Sa.hib La.kshmi Narayan Lal (Bihar and Orissa: Nominated Non-
Official) : Sir, the Resolution which I am going to move stands as follows: 

'This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council that a Committee be 
appointed to examine sections 1M-A, 153-A and 500 of the Indian Penal Code and section 
108 of the Criminal Procedure Code and to report in what manner these sections should be 
amended so that the right. of the State and the pnblic or any section or memher thereof 
may be safeguarded against abuse of their power by journalists, while, at the same time, 
protection is afforded to the latter against unwarrantable and unreasonable interference by 
either judicial or executive authority.' 

This is a very important Resolution for the consideration of this House. 
The liberty of the press is a sine qua non for the healthy growth of a nation. 
Even a.fter the inauguration of the Reforms the Indian Legislature will be 
greatly handicapped in the due discharge of its responsibility without the aid 
of a free press for boldly bringing to notice the real state of affairs obtaining 
in the country. I do not mean to 'say that there should be no reasonable 
restraint for controlling the press, but what I mean is that the press should 
enjoy a reasonable protection against arbitrary action: An eminent iudge . in 
a.ddressing the jury was pleased to observe: 
, You shonld recollect that to the pnblic political arti91es great latitude is given. Dealing, 

as they do, with the affairs of the day, such articles, if written in a fail' spirit and bona fides, 
olten result in the production of great public Itood. Therefore, I advise and recommend you 
to deal with these publications iu a spirit of freedom and not to view them with an eye of 
nan-ow criticism. You should not look merely to a strong word or a ~trong phrase but to the 
whole article. You should recolli'ct that you are the guardia.ns of the liberty of the Pl'e8S 
and that, whilst you will check its a.hule, you will preserve its freedom.' 

I ask myself and all the Honourable Members of this House: 'Does the 
press of India enjoy this freedom. The Indian press has beeu labouring 
under great disadvantages which should not be perpetuated after the inaugura-
tion of the Reforms. It is a matter of great satisfaction that the Government 
have been pleased to take this important matter into their kind consideration. 
Weare grateful to the Government for appointing a Committee to examine 
the Press and Registrdotion of Books Act, 1867, and the Indian Press Act, 
1910, and the e spa.~rs (Incitements to Offences) Act,1908. We are also 
thankful to the Honourable )\I[embers of the Committee for giving the care 
and attention which the importance of the matter deserves, and for recom-
mending the repeal of the Indian Press Act, 1910, and the Newspapers 
(Incitements to Offences) Act, 1908. But it is evident that, although the 
repeall)f these Acts is very necessary, their repeal will not entirely remove 
the real grievances' of the Indian press so long as sections lZ4-A, 153-A and 
500 of the Indian Fenal Cmie and section 108 of the Criminal Procedure 
Code, which have been applied with 'varying degrees of rigour at dilferent 
times, are not placed on a proper footing so that the freedom of the press will 
be preserved while its abuse may at the same time he checked. 
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There is a genuine popular demand for i pro~ng those sections of the 
Indian Penal Code· and Criminal Procedure Code in the light of the new 
constitutional position created by the Reforms. This improvement is 
necessary for the growth of a healthy spirit of responsibilitiy in the present, 
as well as for the gradual evolution of responsible government. The principle 
underlying the recommendation for tlie repeal cf the Press Act of 1910 and 
the Newspapers (Incitements to Offences) Act, 1908, substantially support the 
necessity for some such modification of the provisions of the sections covered 
by my Resolution as may sufficiently improve them ~o suit the altered circum-
stances created bv the Reforms, and the committee of inquiry sought to be 
appointed shall find out and recommend the modifications which it may deem 
expedient to be made for such improvement. 

These sections can be improved in many ways-for instance, in' order t() 
have some check over vexatious complaints against journalists, provision can 
be made that the complaints shall be .ordinarily made at the plate where the 
paper is published, or at least the Courts may be invested with powers to 
determine the place for trial after hearing the representations of the accused. 
It is very hard for the journalists to be tried in Courts far removed from the 
places of their publication, and it is necessary that some prQvision be made 
for l'emoving this hardship. 

Then a..:,ooain, in order that journaJists may not suffer on account of any 
antagonistic attitude of any executive authority, it may be provided tha.t all 
transa~tion instituted by an executive I!outhority should have the previous 
sanction of a majority of the Governor's Council, including the Ministers. Or 
it may be provided that every journalist against whom a  prosecution is in-
stituted by an executive authority should have the option of claiming trial by 
jury in a Sessions Court if he so desires. 

There is considerable publi~ opinion in favour of these provisions afid a 
reference to the debate on the Bill for the amendment of the [ndian Penal 
Code will show that there was considerable public opinion in favour of jury 
trial even at that time, which should be given effect to at least now after the 
inauguration of the new Reform Scheme in which, in the words of His Ex. 
cellency Lord Chelmsford, the author of the Reform ~ e e, for the first time 
the principle of autocracy which had never been wholly discarded in all earlier 
reforms, was definitely abandoned. 

1 crave the indulgence of the House while I quote some portions of the 
said debate covering the matter under discussion. The Honourable Mr. Alla.n 
Arthur, representing the European Mercantile Community, while supporting 
the Bill, was pleased to observe as follows: 

'With reference to the remarks made by the Honourable Mr. Chambers with regard to 
giving Magistl"ates and Presidency Magistrates power to try sedition cases under eection 
124-A. I feel bound to mention that there is a atrong feeling again.t giving Magistrates such 
POWell; under thiR section.' 

Again, the Honourable Rai Bahadur P. Ananda Charlu in opposing the Bill 
made the following observations : 

, Even assuming that it is the Rnglish Law. it would produce no harm in the face of an 
effective guarantee which exists in England. for, under the system by which a criminal is 
hied in England, an unanimous verdict of a jury of 12 men is among other ~a eguards a great 
~' tection. Well has Abbott C. J. said that it is one of the peculiar advantages of our 
(English) jurisplUdence that the conclusion is to be drawn by the unanimous judgment 
and conscience of III men conversant with the affaire and busiuess of  life. With such !Io 
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[Rai Sahib Lakshmi Narayan Lal. ] 
guarantee as this, the most stringent law must be sufficiently innocllous. If I may be 
pardoned a simile, this gna.ra.ntee is-like a coat of mail, against which the most rigid law 
will, like the sharpest sword, fail to do undue harm; with that armour the sharpest 
sword may be a negligible weapou. Without it, as in this country, it will prove nothing less 
than a veritable swor4 of Damocles.' 

And the Honourable Mr. Sayani while opposing the Bill was also pleased 
to observe similarly. He said: 
, But the proper course is that the rigour of the law should be softened and its provisions 

should be so hemmed in as to prevent the law from operating harshly. It must also be 
1"6membered that India is a peculiar country and that it is inexpedient to put it under 
all the rigorous measures of Europe, and that if it is necessary to import some of these 
measures, care should be taken that simultaneously with the introduction of such measures 
all the concomitant safeguards obtaining in Europe should also be introduced. It is in-
admissible, for example, to work the proposed law relating to seditious offences and offences 
against public tranquillity without at the same time giving the accused the privileges which 
are given in England where a grand jury, consisting of the fellow subjects of the accused, 
has first to find a true bill, then the accused has to be tried before a jury of his fellow subjects 
and the persons prosecuting him, the persons giving. evidence against him, the persons 
judging him, are all his fellow subjects, and the whole thing moreover is keeuly 
watched by a . strong public opinion. and lastly. Parliament is near at hand to put in 
an immediate and. effective interference.' 

With these remarks I commend my Resolution to the consideration of this 
House. It is a very modest one. It is simply for the appointment of a 
Committee to consider what are the principal modifications which should be 
introduced under such circumstances. " 

Dr. H. S. Gour (Nagpur Division: Non-Muhammadan): While I 
generally sympa.thise with the intention of the Mover of this Resolution, I 
feel that it is ill-conceived. My learned friend who has moved this Resolu-
tion is probably not aware that the object he has in view cannot be attained 
by a mere amendment of the Indian Penal Code, and if such an object were 
possible it would not achieve its purpose so far as regards offences to which 
the journalists as a body are subject. It seems to have been assnmed by the 
learned Mover of the Resolution that these offences are directed against 
Journalists; but if he refers to his Penal Code and to the Code of Criminal 
Procedure he will find that these are general offences which are not particular-
ly directed against journalists. Section 124-A and its analogue, section 
. 153-A, are intended to punish all persons who disseminated seditious or other 
matter which is either defamatory of the State or is calculated to arouse racial 
hostilities. Section 500 of the Indian Penal Code punishes defamation, and I 
do not think the Mover of this Resolution can say that only journalists commit 
the offences comprised in these three sections. I, therefore, submit that the 
amendment-of these three sections and also of section 108, which is cognate 
to section 124-A of the Indian Penal Code, would not serve the purpose. But 
assuming for the sake of argument that-what he really intends is the amend-
ment of the processuallaw, he wants first of all a safeguard as regards the 
place of the trial o.f the journalist. Let me remind the Honourable Mover 
of this -Resolution that, so far as regards journalists is this country, they are 
exactly in the same position, as regards the place of trial, as journalists 
in England, and he who defames a person or a body of persons' in 
England is liable to be prosecuted in any place where the defamation 
was published. While journalists are entitled to a reasonale protection, the 
Mover must not forget that the party aggrieved is equally entitled to a 
reasonable protection. And if a journalist in Rangoon were to defame 
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Member of this House in Delhi does the Honourable Mover suggest that in 
order to enable him to embark on a prosecution at Rangoon he has to travel all 
the way to Rangoon and lay the offending journalist by the heels there? He 
further suggests that the sanction of the Governor acting with his Execu-
tive Council and Ministers must be a conditio sine qua non to a prosecution. 
I venture to submit that this is a requirement of law which obtains in no place 
in the jurisprudence of any of the colonies or of England; and I do not see 
why the journalists in this country should be given a special immunity. 
Lastly, he says there should be an extension of trial by jury. 

Now, as a general question I am in entire sympathy with him. But if he 
desires the offending journalist should have a special privilege of trial by jury, 
I beg to demur. . The question of trial by jury is at present agitating the 
public mind and is under consideration by a Sub-Committee of this House, and 
I have no doubt that. when the conclusions of that Sub-Committee are 
published they will satisfy the public mind. The Honourable Mover says that 
in England the sharp sword of the Legislature is blunted by the action of the 
Government. My submission is that nothing that the Mover has said will in 
the slightest degree blunt the sharp sword of the Penal Code, and the only 
blunting weapon that is required is the amendment of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure j and, as I have already said, that course is under discussion. I said 
at the beginning of my remarks that I was in general sympa.thy with the 
Mover of this Resolution. Now, Sir, section 124-A and section 153-A of the 
India~ Penal Code were not an original part of the Code j they were subse-
quently added, and I admit that the additions to the Indian Penal Code at a 
later stage were not the subject of that careful examination to which the 
Penal Code itself was subjected; and I certainly commend the proposition of the 
Honourable Mover to the Leader of the House for consideration. The whole 
of the Penal Code is over 60 years old, and I strongly feel that the whole of it 
requires to be re-cast and a· fresh up-to-date re-drafted Code is what the# 
country requires. There are a number of sections of the Indian Penal Code 
which require redrafting, and the fact that there are no less than 7,000 
cases interpreting various !lactions, phrases and words of the Code scattered 
throughout the law reports of this counb"y, is my best justification for asking 
the Honourable the Home Member to take into consideration the early 
revision of the Indian Penal Code. Numerous amending Acts load our 
statute book, which must be purged of these amending Acts. What the 
eountry requires is one complete Criminal Code which the Judges can under-
stand, which the people can understand, and which requires no adventi-
tious aid of the law reports to explain and administer. Section 500 of the 
Indian Pena1. Code is the section dealing with defamation. When Lord 
Macaulay'S Committee was drafting the Indian Penal Code, a question was 
agitated as to whether defamation of cha,raL>ter should be made a penal 
offence. In England slander and libel is not criminally punishable except in 
eertain cases. But for the reasons which the Law Commissioners gave, 
defamation was made a criminal offence, and I think subsequent events have 
justified their decision. So much for the three sections of the Indian Penal Code. 

I 

Turning now to section 108 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the Honour-
able Mover must remember that it is a preventive section. Its utility is 
manifest. It punishes nobody, but ensures the public against a repetition of 
the· offence of which the delinquent has been found guilty. We cannot purge 
from the Code Criminal Procedure offences dealing with such and similar 
preventive action. 
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We have sections 107, 108 and lID, not to mention sections ]43, ]44 

and 145. All these provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure are-
intended to be uspd as a preliminary warning to offenders, and they have a 
wholesome effect upon the persons brought to book. All the same, when 
the new Code of Criminal Procedure comes up for consideration, these sections 
will be before this House, and it will be time for it to consider as to how far 
the amendments proposed and made by the Sdect Committee now sitting 
upon that Code require alteration. I therefore think that the Honourable 
the Home Member might accept the principle of the Resolution, but in the 
terms in which it is w(lrded, I submit, it is unacceptable. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent (Home Member) : Sir, it is 
not often that I fail entirely to . understand what the ol)ject of the Mover 
of a Resolution is and what line he is going to take, but on this occasion I 
must confess I ha.ve fallen into that mistake, and the reason is not very far 
to seek. We in the Home Department have been delving and diving into 
sections 124-A, 153-A and section 108 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the 
language used and the reasons for these enactments, and so forth, and now 
from the Mover's speech I find that he has not suggl~sted one single amend-
ment which touches one of those sections. There is not-I challenge any 
lawyer in this.. House ~ contradict me-· in the speech ofL the Mover any single 
statement which relates to those sections. He has proposed certain amend-
ments in the Code of Criminal Procedure, as was pointed out by the last· 
speaker, but not a single indication of the particular sections specified in his 
Resolution. ' 
In the opening part of his remarks, the Mover, however, made a 

statement I cannot allow to pass unchallenged. He said that the two 
Committees which had recently sat, one on the Press Act and the other 
on Repressive Measures or the so-called repressive measures now on the 
Statute Book, suggested an amendment of those sections of the Penal Code. 
I was a member of those Committees. Dr. Gour was on one; Mr. Seshagiri 
Ayyar was also a member, if I remember aright, and there were many 
others here who were on those Committees. I cannot remember anything 
in the reports submitted by these bodies which &uggested an amendment of 
these sections of the Penal Code. 
N ow let me turn to the particular reco ~endations. which the Honourable 

Mover suggests. The first suggestion regarding the place of trial has already 
been dealt with, I think, sufficiently by that learned lawyer, Dr. Gour. 
May I remind the Assembly also that it is not always that the publishet-
of a paper finds it convenient to have his case heard in the plac~ where the-
paper is published. I remember the case of a famous gentleman, Mr. 
Mahomed Ali, who was not at all aniious to have a case against him tried 
in Delhi if he could avoid it j he took his application down to Calcutta. 
The next point that the Mover raised I'elated tp previous sanction. He-

suggested that the previous sanction of the Governor in Council should be 
iaken to all sedition cases. Now, that is the law at present, but the only 
addition is section 196 of the Criminal Procedure ode~ It is the 
Governor· in Councilor the Local Government that sanctions a prosecution. 
He, however, suggested that the sanction of Ministers should also be obtained 
W such prosecutions. Now, that may be a very desirable change when the 
constitution is altered. But every one in this Assembly knows that, although 
it is p~r issible and desirable to consult the Ministers on reserved subjects" 
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the reponsibility for adminstering those subjects must, under the present 
constitution, rest with the Governor in Council. That is a correct statement 
of the constitutional position at present. 

And now, Sir, I turn to the proposal regarding section 500 of the Penal 
Code. When I saw the terms of the Resnlution, in fact up till this morning till 
I read it again, my idea was that the mention of section 500 in connection with 
sections 124-A and 153·A of the PeDal Code, and section 108 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, was a misprint. I thought the Honourable :Member really 
meant section 505, but it was not so, for he says that he intends to get an 
amendment of section 500 which deals with ordinary defamation. Now, why 
a newspaper should be entitled tv any special protection, in regard to defama-
tion in this country, any more than a private person, I cannot understand. To 
defame a private person is one thing, and for a newspaper to publish a libellous 
letter addressed to 20 people is another. But why should special protection 
be given to the newspaper in circumstances of that kind? 

The Honourable" over went on to suggest that all cases under the sections 
he mentions should be tried by a jury. N ow, that is a matter again which . 
is mainly not one needing legislation and certainly not an amendment of the 
Penal Code. It is largely a matter for the Local Governments to decide and 
on which the local Councils caU make their wishes felt. As a mati:;er of fact, 
trials before the High Courts are now held under section 124,-A, I believe 
with the aid of a jmy, and the law does provide very considerable safe'gua,ds 
in all f;uch trials. In the first place, no one can prosecute under section 124-A 
or under any of these sections without the previous sanction of the Governor 
in Council, and that is always only. given after very careful consideration and 
examination by the best legal authorities available. I can testify to that. 
I have had reason, even recently when prosecutions under these sections have 
been under consideration, to know that the utmost ClI re is taken to get the 
best legal advice. There is also another SlIofeguard agaimt injustice in the 
Code already, in that an appeal from a conviction unilersection 124-A lies to 
the High Court direct. So that not only is there this previous sanction, 
but there is also the additional protection afforded, in that the appeal is heard 
by two Judges of the High Court. Sir, I notice that Dr. Gour has used the 
debate to suggest that this Resolution might be made the basis for a l'evision 
~  the whole Penal Code. I think that is stretching, the scope of this 
Resolution unreasonably. I thought that we were here.to deal with certain. 
sections relating to sedition. I understand, however, that there is a body, 
called the Statute Law Revision Committee, of which the Honourable Dr. 
Gour is a member, and I hope I am revealing no secret when I say-I have been 
told un-offici.a.lly-that the question of the consolidation of the various Acts 
now making ~p the Penal Code is under the consideration of that, eminent 
lawyer, Dr. Gour. But when he ~upported this proposal'by the argument 
that Courts would thus avoid multiplicity of rulings, why, surely the Honourable 
Member mllst be laughing at the Assembly. What country in the world with 
any system of law has escaped a great mass of judge-made law, a mass which 
is of the greatest value to every one? If, moreover, there are some thousand 
rulings under the Penal Code, there are hundreds of thousands of rulings 
under every civil Act, which do afford, I venture to say: a very salutary aid 
to those who have to interpret those la,,!,s in Courts. 

As to the amendment of the particular sections mentioned in the Resolu-
tion, I do not think it is necessary for me to deal with the provisions of the 
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law, because no one has really attacked them. If anyone does so later, I 
may have to deal with the point. But anyone who reads actually the judg-
ment, for instance, of Mr. Justice Fletcher in the well k Down paseof 
Manmohan Ghose will see what protection the law does afford at present 
to journals under· section ) 24-A. In that case, a man was accused under 
section 124-A of sedition and attack on racial political parties. After a 
careful examination of the whole facts, Mr. Justice Fletcher laid down a 
very salutary principle, which, I believe, has been accepted by the Courts in 
India, namely, that any reasonable criticism, even severe and unfair criticism, 
is permitted so long as there is no attempt to excite hatred and contempt 
of Government. I do not want to enter into the matter at length. 
It really has not been raised, and if I have to do so, I will do it at a later 
stage. 

There is, however, one point, Sir, to which I would refer, and that is the 
.. quesiion of amending sections 12-J.-A and 153-A of the Indian Penal Code 

and lIection 108 of the Code of Criminal P}'ocedure at the present juncture. 
I do ntlt believe there are any Members of this Assembly who would say that 
this is an opportune moment for undertaking such a task. We have in 
Committee now recommended the revision and repeal of a large number of 
so called repressive measures. We have before this Assembly the question 
of repealing the Press Act. l-want to ask this Assembly to consider carefully 
whether they wish further to weaken the authority of Government by any 
proposal to amend the law relating to se<jition. In conclusion, I venture to 
suggest to the Mover that his Resolution is really misconceived, and that the 
object which he seeks t.o attain could not be secured by the methods which he 
pl·OpoSes. Moreover, to appoint a Committee at this moment to revise the 
law relating to sedition could, in my opinion, only create an impression that 
this Assembly is seeking to weaken the hands of Government in dealing with 
a dangerous political crisis, when many men are openly advocating not only 
disloyalty, not only civil disobedience, but even violent uprisings against the 
authority of the Crown. 

IIr.lluhammad Yamin Khan (Meerut Division: Muhammadan Rural) : 
Sir, I am equally at a.loss, like the Honourable Sir William Vincent, to know 
why an amendment of section 500 of the Indian Pellal Code has been proposed. 
Section 500 of the Indian Penal Code only provides the punishment for 
defamation. An amendment of that section without an amendment of sec-
tion 499 which defines 4lefamation will be absolutely unnecesRary. I cannot 
see how section 5uO can be amended which only provides the plUlishment. I 
suppose most of the Members of this Honourable House are aware of this 
section, but for the information of those who might not have seen the section, 
I might read it. The section runs as follows: 

'Whoever defames another shall be punished with simple imprisonment for a term 
which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.' 

I am at a loss to see why the Honourable gentleman wishes to amend 
this section. Is it because he thinks that the punishment which is provided is 
not sufficient? I think that the simple imprisonment for two years which is 
provided in this section is the only thing that can be amended. To allow' 
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anybody to live in jail for two years at the expense of Government-that seems 
to be the unnecessary portion that I ('an think of. Section 499 really gives 
the definition of defamation, for which punishment is provided in section 
500. 

I have known, Sir, that there is really a difficulty about section 499. That 
section has been discussed, but I find that most of the Honourable High Courts 
are silent on that point. That is really a very contested point and requires that 
the Legislature should explain or re-draft the section in such a way that there 
will be no ambiguity in the minds of the_ Courts while deciding cases of a com-
plex nature which come up before them. Take, for instance, a witness going 
into the witness box. He sta1ts defaming a person. Under the Indian 
Evidence Act, he is quite at liberty to say (what he likes) when he is question-
ed about certain facts, but he is not protected under this section. That has 
led to great difficulty, undoubtedly, as far as the case law is concerned. The 
Honourable the High Court of Allahabad decided this question a few years 
ago and dealt with the point in a very elaborate judgment, but I think 
that point also is not very clear. If this section requires any change, it 
requires a change only on that point. Otherwise, for the purpose which my 
Honourable friend suggests, I think it is hardly necessary that we should 
cha.nge the section at all. As regards sections 124-A and 158-A, I quite 
agree with the Honourable the Home Member that this is not the time when 
we BQould ask for their being amended. While.we are asking for a repeal of 
the repressive laws, there should be some measure of protection under which 
the Government can proceed ~oainst the acts of those persons who comInit sedi-
tion. (' Hear, hear.') We should n9t take away this weapon, because if this is 
taken away and the repressive laws are also repealed, there will be very 
little law remaining for the Government to protect the law-abidillg 
citizens and preserve law and order in the land. As regards section 
] 08 of the Criminal Procedure Code, I think that requires a little chanlte, but 
it is inopportune for this Assemhly to suggest what change there should be in 
that section before we have got the report of the Select ComInittee which is 
dealing with the whole of the Criminal Procedure Code, and therefore ~ had 
better wait till we get the report of that Committee. My Honourable friend, 
Dr. GOUl", haB pointed out that these are preventive s.ections, namely, sections 
107; J 08 and 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code. We know that there is a 
large volume of conflicting decisions on section llO, and there are so many 
different rulings of the various High Courts as to the real and correct view 
which the Legislature took at the time of its passing, that they are really 
bewildering. Again, section 11 0 cannot be amended without section ll7 and 
section llS of the Criminal Procedure Code. But that matter is to be dealt 
with later on by the Select Committee which is sitting to revise the Criminal 
Procedure Code. I quite agree with my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, that. 
the whole of the Indian Penal Code really requires reconsideration and 
amendment on certain sections. The Honourable the Home Member has 
pointed out that this Resolution cannot be made the hasis of overhauling the· 
whole of the Indian Penal Code. That is true, but I think that my Honour-
able friend mentioned only casually, simply drawing the attention of the 
Government and of the Honourable. the Law Member to this point. He 
did not mean that this Resolution should be made the basis of it, but from 
what I could gather, the matter came to his mind at the moment he men-
tioned it and he pointed out that that .requires some consideration too, anI! I 
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think he is quite right. Anybody who is practising on the criminal side can· 
understand the difficulty one is in when one reads the various decisions of the· 
High Courts on the sections of the Indian Penal Code. Therefore, while I 
have every sympathy with the Honourable Mover of this Resolution, I regret 
I cannot support it. 

lIr. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar (Madras: Nominated Non-Offieial): I rise 
to say that I do not in the least agree with the mO'i,ion which has been put 
before the House. I want to speak entirely in the interests of journalists; 
and I shall address my remarks to this House solely from the point of view 
of journalism; from their point of view I do not think this motion' is 
well-conceived. I do not think that the press is now enjoying full 
liberty under the law. If the Press law is repealed, I feel no doubt 
that the press in this country would have as good facilities for 
carrying on its work as the press in any other part of the civilised 
world. There are difficulties, and there have been difficulties, not because 
of the stringency of the law or of the wording of it, but because of 
the spirit in which the law has been administered.. For example, while the 
Committee of which I happened to be a member has recommended that the 
Press law should be repealed and while the Government has brought in a Bill 
for its repeal, we find that pending repeal the law is being applied by various 
Magistrates and various provinces. That shows, not that there is anything 
wrong with the law, but that there is a spi rit abroad which is not preJ'ared 
to treat the press as indulgently as it should be treated. I think, Sir, that 
the amendments suggested are absolutely unnecessary fOT preserving the 
liberty of the press. The liberty of the press will be safeguarded so long as 
the spirit of the administrators is not adverse to freedom of speech. As 
against an abuse of the law you can never make amendments. The law is 
there, and the only recourse to correct abuses which we can have is to a higher 
tribunal which will set the Magistrate or the Sessions Judge right. It is not 
possible by amending the law in any way to make it so pedect that it would 
not be abused, and thQrefore I think, in the interests of journalism it is not 
desirable that this motion should be accepted by this House. 

There are one or two observations made in the course of the previous 
speeches which I should like to refer to. For example, the Mover said that 
it is desirable that a man who writes in a particUlar place should be tried in 
that place alone and should not be compelled to defend himself in any other 
place. 'fhe Honourable the _Home Member has given exceedingly good 
reasons and my friend, Dr_ Gour, has also given good reason why such a. 
suggestion cannot be accepted, and I wish to suggest on behalf of journalists 
that they would not like that the ·law should be so stringent as to say that 
there should be a. trial only in the place where the writing takes place, 
because the atmosphere there may become so very tense that the journalist 
may not get a fair and impartial trial. The journalist himself may desire to 
move the proper authorities to remove the case from the place where the 
article was written to some other place where the atmosphere will be quieter 
and where he can get a fair trial. Therefore it is undesirable in the interests 
of journalists that there ~ ould be a fixed rule that the case should be tried 
only in the place where the article was written. 

There is only one other observation that I wish to make.. That does not. 
very much concern the matter before us. An observation has fallen from my 
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Honourable friend Dr. Gour, that the Indian Penal Code should be amended 
-totally, and that the whole Code should be re-Cast: Sir,'1 have been brought 
-up in the tradition that the best drafted legal enactment in the whole of 
British India. is the Indian Penal Code. I' Hear, hear' i. It is not disparage-
ment to the various successors of Thomas Babington Macaulay to say that 
none of the other enactments has approa.choo the carefulness and the scrutiny 
which that great man has employed in drafting the .Indian Penal Code, and 
.a.ny attempt made to re-ca.st it will be regarded by a large portion of the 
thinking public as a work which shonld, in no circumstances, be undertaken. 

Therefore I hope that the Stp.tutory Law Revision Committee, to which 
12 N the Honouraollie the Home Member has referred, would not take 

OOlf. uJlBn itself this impossible task of recommending a revision of 
the Indian Penal Code I t would be a disastrous day when some apprentice 
hand takes upon himself the task of re-casting one of the most monumental 
legal works in India. I hope no such attempt will be made. There may be 
necessity, now and then, to revise portions of the Code, but to undertake a 
wh .. lesale alteration of the Penal Code is a stupendous task which should not 
be attempted. It cannot be either in the interests of the litigant public or 
i)f the lawyers; and I hope that no such attempt will be made by the 
Statutory Law Revision Committee. 

Mr. B. H. Jatkar (Berar): ir~ the amendmeJJts Which stand in my 
:name are as follows: 
• 
'(a) After the word 'Committee' add the words ' consisting of at least tth 

"Don-officials '. 

(b) For the word and figures 'seetion 108' substitute the words and figures 'II8CtiOllll 
107, 108 and 144 '. 

(er After the word' amended' insert the words '0:-repealed '. 

(d Omit th" words 'the State and' and the words 'against abuse of their power by 
j.:nirnalists while at the same time protection is aif01Ued to the latter': 

The amended resolution will read thus : 

, This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in C'oWlcilthat a Committee 
-consisting '1' at le~ .• t {tn 1Wn-officials be :tppointed to examine sections l~A, Hi3-A 
.and 000 of the Indian Penal Code and sections 107, l()S aM 144 of the "riminal ProoOOUl'e 
.code' and to l'eport in what manner these secti ns should be amended O/' repe;,,zed so 
:that the l'ights of the puplic or any section or member thereof may be aafeguarded against 
unwarrantable and unl'easonable interfel'ence by either jJldicial or executive authority'. 

. . 

The principal part of my amendment is about including "ections 107 a.nd 
144 of the Criminal Procedure Code. It is, I think, very doubtful whether the 
J oint Committee which is considel;ing this subject will consider these sections 

-also, because I think in last session the question was raised whether the Joint 
Commitl ee would be at liberty to consider the provisions in respect of which no 
.change has been suggested in the draft. I believe it was Mr. Ginwala who sug-
gested that. 'l'hese two sections and particularly section 144 of the Crimina.l 
Procedure Code Lave been very freely used recently and the latter section has 
heen worsein its operation than the Seditious Meetings Act itself. In spite of 
what has beeu said by my Honourable friend, Mr., Samarth,yesterday, it is' 
extremely doubtful if this l>ection-144 was ever meant to give such wide powers 
to the Ma.gistrate to stop public meetings and to gag the m ·nth of' public 
speakers. Wholesale areas in a tahsil or district orsub-division have been 
,:baJ:lned under this eeution al·bitrarjly. In some cases the powers were used-80 
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mischievously as to provoke a breach of the peace. I know of a case 
in my own province where a police officer, with an order in his pocket 
actually allowed a public meeting to be called, allowed the people to gather 
and, just when the proceedings weI·e commenced, came up with this order and 
stopped the meeting. The House can imagine what the sentiments of the 
people were who had ass~bled there, and it was only due to self-restraint of 
the people shown in walking away quietly that violence was averted. Such 
exercise of power was never meaht to be given by section 144 when it was 
enacted. The exercise of power under 144 proves a great temptation to -
break the law and promote civil disobedience", which is very natural when a 
luge number of people who are assembled for a putlic meeting are dispersed 
on the spur of the moment by an order under seciion 144. i therefore think 
that this section at least should be amended or repealed, so as to confine the pro-
visions of tha.t section to the purpose for which it was meant. With these 
words, Sir, I recommend these amendments to the consideration of the 
Honse. 

lItr. President: I will take the first of the Honourable Member's 
amendments which raises the question of the composition of the Committee. 
I will put the other amendments separately. The first amendment is that 
the words 'consisting of at least fth non-officials' be inserted after the 
word' Committee '. The question is tillLt that amendment be made. 

(Rai Sahib Lakshmi Narayan Lal rose to speak.) • 

Ir. President: Does the Mover rise to express an opinion on. the amend-
ment? 

Rai Sahib Lakshmi Narayan Lal: Am I required to speak on the 
amendment? I do nut accept the amendment. 

Ir. P. P. Ginwala (Burma: Non-European): Which part of the 
amendment are yon referring to ? 

Ir. President: Was not the Honourable Member in the House when 
lpnt the amendments in the name of Mr. Jatkar? 

Ir. F. P. Ginwala: I did not follow yon. 

Ir. President: The amendment I put to the House was: 
• After the word • Committee' add the words • consisting of at . least tth non. 

offieials'.' 

The question is that that amendment be made. 
The motion was negatived. 
IIr. President: Further amendment moved: 
• For the word and figures • section 108 • substitute the words and figures • sections 107, 

108 and 1440'.' 

lIr. P. P. Ginwala : My Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, and the Honour-
able the .Home Member app~red to me ~ be somewhat ' previous '-if I may 
be permItted to use an Amencan expressIOn-when they opposed the original 
Resolution moved by my learned friend on my left. I can quite understand 
my. Honourable friend Dr. Gour ~oing so becanse he thinks it his duty to 
enlighten the House on all questIOns of law, and therefore he is expected 
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to be in a hurry to enlighten it, and som'i'times he is in such a hurry 
that he do~s not even have the time to prepare i sel ~ Perhaps 
it is pardonable in a gentleman so learned, who has written so much 
and who has read so much, but I cannot imagine, Sir, how it is that 
he has not even the time to look at the agenda before he rises to 
oppose a proposition. If he had examined the agenda and just waited a little, 
he would have had ample opportunity of enlightening the Honse upon the 
Resolution in the light of the amendment that nas been since pro!,<>sed 
by my Honourable friend Mr. Jatkar. Sir, I rise to support the amend-
ment of my Honourable friend, Mr. Jatkar, because it involves a substantial 
question of principle which I raised at the last Simla session. The 
Honourable the Home Member may remember that he was moving a 
Resolution before the House to refer to what I may call the obsolete Criminal 
Procedure Code Amendment Bill to a Select Committee. I wanted to 
move an amendment bv which I wanted to confer on the Select Committee 
the power to make suggestions for the amendment of the whole Code. 
He took objection to that on the ground of short notice, and the objection 
was upheld as I had not given two days' notice. I had to abide by that. 
Subsequently, . I gave notice of a Resolution asking that instmctions be con-
veyed to the Select Committee on those lines. That Resolution was ruled out 
of order because i~ offended against the S·i.anding Orders. . I shall raise that 
point when the Standing Orders are under consideration, but the point still 
remains that there are impOltant sections of the Criminal Procedure Code 

ic ~ as my learn ed friend has pointed out, will not receive careful examina-
tion because of the decision given by the Chair that an amending Bill confines 
itself to the sections covered by the amending Bill. 
I shall deal only with section 144, for that, I think, is the most 

poisonous in the armoUlY of what is known a.<: the ordinary law of tQe land, 
and has been used, I submit, Sir, in a most'poisonous fashion in some of the 
provinces. I will go so fal' as to say that, if this section was sufficiently 
abused, the Executive Government could do without any· extraordinary law. 
This section was used, in my province, in substitution of the Seditions Meetings 
Act, and meetings were stopped for two monthR in the town of Rangoon under 
its provisions. It was used recently in substitution of this moribund Press 
Act which is about to be repealed, in my pl'ovince. Newspapers were for-
bidden to write on certain topics-I will not mention those topics for the pre-
sent-but it is a fact that this section was used with a vengeance. for this purpose. 
I say, Sir, that these provisions have been horribly misused and it is time that 
this House examined these provisions. It is no use the Honourable Home 
Member telling us that we have to be careful in recommending the repeal of 
these provisions. We know very well that it would be dangerous for us to 
deprive the Executive Government of some protection, but we do object to a 
provision of the law being misapplied and distoded, when people have no 
remedy against such misapplication or distortion, and the 'right of appeal to 
the High Court is denied. A District Magistrate or other Magistrate may 
make the order, and the order stands. Or COUI se, W hen you are pi osecuted for 
disobeying the order 'and you are convicted under the Indian Penal Codel 
you ma.y have the right of appeal and question the propridy of this order~ 
but by that time you probably have suffert'd jail. and nothing would be gained 
even if the High Court decided it was unfair and set it aside. ' 

Now, Sir, I shall deal brieOy with section 500 of the Indian Penal Code. 
The HOJlourabl-e the Home Member always, I am glad to see, stretches a point to 
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nnd out what an Hononrable Member intends when his Resolution is other-
wise not clear, but unfortuna.tely to-day he did not go far enough in this direc-
-tion-for, had he done so, he would have found that the Hononrable Mover 
meant section 499 though he referred to section 500. Taking 499 as the 
section intended, I I'ubmit that that section requires amendment. The 
Honoura.ble Member froJll Madras says that journalists ·are sufficiently pro-
tected. under the present law. His reputation as a judge entitles him to 
-the greatest weight, but his opiuion, I submit, is not supported by authority. 
If a newspaper in this country reports the proceedings of a pdblic meeting 
at which defamatory statements are made. aud even if the report is abso-
lutely correct, still the newspaper is liable to be prosecuted for defamation. 

- In this House we have by statute the fullest liberty of speech, but if a news-
paper gives a COlTect report of our proceedings including some defamatory 
;statements, it runs the risk of being prosecuted. Of course, the law says you 
.must be careful, yon must take legal advice as to whether y"U are justified 
'in repo!'ting such statements. That may be so, but all the same, newspauers 
:should have the right of protection, such as they haye in England where 
. special Acts were passed several years ago for the protection of newspapers 
which made substantially correct reports of proceedings at public meetings. 

'This, I submit, is a real grievance, which onght to be remedied without further 
·delay, because now-a-days innumerable meetings take place throughout the 
country, and newspapers have got to make reports and newspapers ha.ve got 
-to run the risk of being prosecuted for giving a substantially correct a~count 
.of what is said at these meetings. I submit we should ·examine this law in 
.detail, not only for the protection of newspapers but in the interest of the pub-
tic. Sir, I would ask the Honourable the Home Member to read section qOO as 
if it wa. section 499 and accept the Resolution with the amendment moved by 

. my Honourable friend, Mr. Jatkar. 
Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar (Madras City: Non-Muhammadan 

'/Urban) : Sir, I rise to speak on tbis amendment, as I feel I am in a large 
-measure responsible for authorising the use of those sections in the Code and 
.in a poSItion to know of the abuse and misuse of sections 107 and 144 of the 
Criminal Procedure Code during the last few months. There does not pass a 
week, when I go to my club, when the finger of scorn is not pointed to me, 
" here is Ranga.chariar's ordinary Jaw; notices under section 144 are served on 
the whole public and a whole city and a whole area, prohibiting public meet-
ings, prohibiting ·public speakers from speaking and such other various acts," 

. Sir, I little anticipated that the sections could have been used in the way in 
which they have been used. I know of a case, Sir, in which the District 
Magistrate was passing down a street in the Northern Circars. He saw a. 
house flying the 8'UJadeslti nag. It pained his eyes. Section 144 came to his 

. rescue, and he pulled down the flag. It was disobeyed a number of times, al'd 
people were sent to jail. I know sedion 144 was used agairist picketting in 
-several (:a!;es ; it was used by a Sub-Magistrate who had a personal quarrel with 
his neighbour. Unfortunately, Sir, these non-co-operators treat all Courts with 
indifference ; they would not test the validity of these orders, and ther,efore 
they never came to the Courts in order to have these extraordinary things 
tested. Section 107 again has been used in a· novel manner, even for the 
purpose of arresting a passenger in a train -a passenger woo was travelling 
from oueend to another w s arrested simpl.f because there was no time for a 
warrant to be issued to arrest him. Thirdly, Sir, such misuse and abuse could 
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lIave been disavowed by the Government, but I have not seen a single notifi-
(lation of any Local Government or of the Government of India in that matter. 
Well, Sir, we did not protest against such abuse and misuse becanse we know 
trOll bIOllS times were before us and it would not have been right on our part to 
l'aise any difficulties. But having waited so long, and having hoped that the 
Governmentshould have taken steps themselves to have prevented such abuse 
and misuse of these sections, I think the time has come when some steps 
{mght to be taken in that direction. But, Sir, I do not think that the 
remedy proposed by my Honourable friend, the Mover of this amendment, is 
the proper remedy. 

'I have myself given notice of an amendment to sections 107 and 1-", 
which will come up next month, to provide a safeguard against the misuse and 
abuse of those powers by providing that the matter must be sent up to the 
High Court in each case where these sections are used for prohil,iting public 
meetings or dealing with political agitation, even without the application of 
parties; so that the High Court may have the power of examining the pro-
-ceedings and setting them right in case of misuse or abuse. That Bill Will 
-come up as soon as the notice expires, and I dare say it will be examined 
carefully by the Select Committee which will be appointed and necessary 
amendments will be made in those sections. I do not think it is nece~sary 
that a Committee should be appointed. So many of us here are lawyers and 
it is open to us to suggest what amendments should be made in the various 
sections which have been mentioned in the Bill. Therefore, Sir, I do not 
think i\ is necessary to appoint a Committee to examine these sections. I 
merely stood np here to point out that these sections are being misused and 
require amendment. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: Sir, I only want in reply to 
deal with one or two points raised, I believe, by Mr. Ginwala.. The original 
propositiou that came before us aud on which I spoke, did not include sootion 
144 of the Criminal Procedure Code. That section was first mentioned in the 
amendment of Mr. Jatkar I think section 107 was also first introduced in 
that amendment. There'fore, if I was premature in speaking on the original 
motion, it was not for the reasons mentioned by Mr. G:nwala, who simply 
attacks these two sections, which came under discussion aFter I had spoken. 
I still affirm, and I have no doubt I have the support of this Assembly, 
all that I said regarding the original motion. I observed that Dr. Gour was 
also attacked for speaking prematm·ely. He was, however, let down more 
ligbtly on the ground that it was his duty to enlighten this Assembly on points 
of law .. I do not know bow he appreciates the compliment. I noticed that 
another Member, when Dr. Gour's suggestion about consolidating the Penal 
Code was under discussion, suggested that it was undesira.ble that a prentice 
hand should be allowed to take this work in hand. Now, I hope the Honour-
able Dr. Gour will not think that I was in any wa.y a party to the suggestion 
that he, the author of monumental works on Hindu Law and the Criminal 
Codes, is a prentice hand. 

And now as to this amendment relating to sections 107 and 14+, I still 
submit that the appointment of a Committee is unnecessary. In the iirst place, 
we have this Bill of Mr. Rangachariar's coming in and, in the second place, 
both these section!l are being amended in the Bill now before a J oint Committee 
of this House and the Council of Shte. I do not know what the ruling of 
the President of tha.t Cornmittie will be, but. if it is that any amendments call be 

B 
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made in sections of the Code which it is proposed to modify in the Bill, then the 
points raised by Mr. Ginwala can very well he considered at that time: if 
indeed Mr. Rangachariar's motion has not rendered that unnecessary. 

There is one point, however, in Mr. Ginwala's statement which is desei'ving 
of very careful consideration. I admit that the law in this country does differ 
from the law in England, in regard to the protection given to newspapers 
publishing accurate reports of public meetings, and I will undertake on behalf 
of the Government to have that question carefully examined 'by the Govern-
ment. But I submit to this Assembly that, in view of the facts that have been 
put forward, as no one has given any reasons for the amendment of sections 
124-A, 153-A and 500 and also having regard to the fact that you have 
already separate proposals before you for the amendment of sections 107 and 
141, it would be idle for this Assembly to recommend the appointment of a 
Committee to examine those mattel·S. 

IIr. President: The amendment moved is: 
" For the word and figures' section 108' substitute the '<words and figures 'sectionS 

107, 108 and 144 ': 

The motion was negatived. 

IIr. President: A further amendment moved is : 
, After the word' amended' insert the words' or repealed '.' 

The motion was negatived. 

Ir. President: A further amendment moved is : 
, To omit the words' the State and' and the words 'against abuse of their pJwer by 

journalists, while at the same time protection is afforded to the latter'.' 

The motion was negatived. 

Rai Sahib Lakhshmi Narayan La!: Sir, I may say a few words in 
reply to what the Honourable Members of this HOllse have been pleased to say_ 
in connection with my Resolution. Most of the Honourable Members I find 
are in sympathy with the spirit of my Resolution; but still I am sorry to see 
that they are not ready to support it as it stands. It has been suggested by 
my Honourable friend and colleague, Dr. Gour, that the sections do not apply 
to journalists only. I know that; but that is no reason why the Resolution 
which relates to journalists only should not be accepted. The sections may apply 
to others, but when a Resolution has been moved with regard to certain sections 
in so far as they relate to journalists, and if a case is made out, it should not. 
be lost on that ground alone. Then it has been also suggested by more than 
one Honourable Member that it is better to amend the whole of the Indian 
Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code. I welcome sucb a suggestion, but 
that is also no reason why a particular Resolution regarding particular sections 
should not be adopted if there are grounds for amending the same·; the more 
so, because the House is fully aware that there are a good many Resolutions 
relating to amendment of certain sections of the Indian Penal Code and the 
Criminal Procedure Code which have already been adopted by this House. 

Then it has been said by some Honourable Members that no case has been 
amde out for these amendments. I beg most respectfully to submit that I 
have sug~ested some amendments, and though they are not exhaustive, still in 
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my opinion, when those amendments are introduced,they will go a ~eat way 
to remove the grievances of the journali!>ts. It has been said by some Hon-
ourable Member of the House that if the place for the trial of the journalist is 
the place of publication of his paper, then the complainant, who may be an 
inhabitant of a distant place, will suffer. I have not suggested that the trial 
should be at the place of publi ... ation of the papel·. If possible, let this amend-
ment be made, if it is not convenient t" have the trial at that place, the COUtts 
may be empowered to fix a place convenient both to the complainant as well as 
to the accused. The paper may be published at Calcutta or at Allahabad or 
at Delhi and the complainant may be in Ceylon. Is lt proper to try the 
journalist in Ceylon? Is it not the greatest possible hardship for that journal 
to look after that trial at Ceylon or in any such part of British India? An 
amendment like that is very innocent. 1 do not think it affects the powers 
that the Executive possesses at present for controlling the journalists or for 
meeting sedition. Simply some provision has to be made for the convenience 
of the journalists. Otherwise, Honomable Members will find that a paper 
can be harassed in a thousand and one places, because his case is not like 
that of an individual complainant. His paper is published in every part of 
British  India. He can be tried in Ceylon, at Madras, at Bombay, in 
every distant cornel' of British India. These thi,ngs are £t to be considered 
by a Committee, and a Committee will be the proper and competent body to 
consider these matters. It has also been said that in the pre;oent }lolitic;;l 
situation  of the country it is not advisable to amend these sections. I most 
respectfw.lJ.y submit that my Resolution does not 8eek to repeal any of these 
sections. I have simply moved that a Committee may be appointed to con-
sider whether any provision can be made for the convenience of the journalists 
01' not. When the Government has found it necessary to l'epeal the Press 
Act, I do not think there is any good in taking away one fetter of the press 
and keeping another. I have not even stated what the personnel of the 
Committee should be. The personnel has been left to the Government. 
Expert lawyers may form that Committee and examine these sections and take 
everything into consideration and reco ~end such modifications as mlty find 
acceptance. 

Mr. President: The question is : 
, This Assembly recommends to the Govel'llor General in Council that a Committee be 

appointed to examine sections l24-A, 153-A and 500 of the Indian Penal Code and sec-
tion 108 of the Criminal Procedure Code and to l'eport in what IDanni'r these sections should 
bll amended SO that the rights of the State and the public or any section or member thereof 
may be safeguarded against abuse of their pOWE'r by journalists, while, at the same time. 
prptection is afforded to the latter against unwarrantable and nn!'ea80nable intel'iel'ence by 
either judicial or executive authority.' 

The motion was negatived. • 

RESOLUTION BE: ELECTED STANDING COMMIT"fEES WITH 
THE ~  OF INDIA. 

Mr. K. C. Neogy (Dacca Division: Non-Muhammadan Rural) : Sir, I beg 
to move the Resolution that stands in my name and which runs as follows: 
'This Assembly recommends to the Govemor General in Council that Standing 

Committees, elected by the Membel'8 of the Legislatme, be associated with the diffel'ent 
depal'tments of the Govel'nment of India other than the Anny and the .I!'oreign and Political 
Departments.' 

B2 
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Sir, this Resolution has been ridiculed by a leading Indian journal as a.n 

instance of the inability of certain Members of the Indian Legislature to dis-
criminate between legislative and executive functions. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar (Madras City: Non-Muhammadan 
Urban): Name? 

Ir. K. C. Neogy: The' Pioneer.' I do not claim the infallibility of 
the 'Pioneer', but, if I have erred in this matter, I can claim that I have 
erred in very-good company. The suggestion was first of all made by Mr. 
Montagu and Lord Chelmsford in their Report on Indian Constitutional 
Reforms. Subsequently, it formed the subject-matter of considerable dis-
cussion bv Provincial Governments as also the Government of India, 
and I shall try to show to this House that at least at one time the Govern-
ment of India were not altogether unfriendly to this suggestion. TLen, Sir, 
above everything else we have got a conditional recommendation made by 
ilie Joint Select Committee, which was appointed to consider the Govern-
ment of India Bill, which goes to say: 

({ , It may often greatly asoist the political education of India if Standing Committees of 
. \ the legislative bodies are attached to celtain DepartmentR of Government, but they only 
. , expres. this opinion on the understanding that the appointment of ~uc  Committees, their \ I co p~ition, . an.d the ~'egul~tion  which govern their procedurE', ~ all be atter~ wholly and 

I 

exclUSIvely wlthm the .dIscretIOn of the Governor General .......... .. 

Therefore, Sir, I am not quite ashamed of my Resolution. AI; I do not 
claim any originality in the idea underlying this Resolution, I propose to use 
as few words of mine as possible in its support. 

First of all, let us turn to the Montagu-Chemlsford Report. In paragraph 
235 of the Report, Mr. Mont.'l{rl and Lord Chelmsford say with reference to 
the proposal of having Stan!ling Committees in the Provincial Governments, 
as follows: 
'Ow: next proposal is intended to familiarise other elected Members of the Legislative 

Councils, besideiJ Ministers, with the processes of administration; and also to make the 
J.·elations between the executive and legislative more intimate. We propose that to each 
department or group of departments, ·whether it is l>laced under a Member of the Executive 
Councilor under a Minister, there should be attached a Standing Committee elected by the 
Legislative Council from among their own Members. Theil' functions would be advisory. 
I They would not h3.Ve any administrative control of departments. It would be open to the 
Government to refuse information when it would be inconsistent with the public interest to 
furnish it. We do not intend that all-questions l'aised in the course of dav-to-dayadmin-
istration should be referred to them; but that they should see, discu&s and record for the 
consideration of Government their opinions upon all questions of policy, all new schemes 
involving expenditure above a fixed limit, land all annual reports upon the working of the 
departments,' 

and so on. 

Later on in paragraph 285, they make a suggestion that similar Stauding 
Committees should be associated with the different Departments of the 
Government of ~ndia as well. They say: 
, We wish to apply t ~ procedure of Standing Committees, 'desmibed in the last chapter 

as far as may be to both portions of the Indian Legislature. The Committeee would b; 
drawn jointlv from the Assem bly: and the Council of State. We do not overlook the difficul-
ties entailed by the nature of a~y of the subjects with which the Central Government is 
concerned, and also by the comparative infrequency with which, owing to considerations of 
diBtanre, such .Committees ran assemble. The fact that many matters of ordinal), internal 
administration will in futUre be left to provincial Governments also limits tJie scope of 
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utility of Standing Committees in the Centl-al Legislature. We would leave it to the Govem-
~nt of India to decide with what Departments Standing Committees can be anoeiated • 
. and to the Member in ehargeto decide what matters can be referred to the Committee. Our 
idea is that the non·official Members of the Assembly and Council of State might; 
elect by ballot in proportion to their re~pecti e strength two·third. of the Members of ea~  
Committee, while Government nominates the remaining one-third. It is obvious that th_ 
Committees cannot play such an important part in the work of the GO'l"ernment 3B the 
Committees which we have suggested in the provinces. It will be difficult to obtain 'their 
assistance in practice, except during the se.siou or immediately before or after it, but we 
think there should be no diffirnIty ordinarily in obtaining their views on important new 
projects, whether legislative or administrative. Their functions might be determined by 
regulations to be made by the Governor General in Council.' 

Then. Sir, we come next to the first despatch which wa.s sent out from 
here by the Governor General in Council in regard to the Reforms. Referring-
to the question of associating Standing Committees with the. Departments in 
the Provinces, the Government of India state first of aU the several objections 
that have heen urged against the proposal, and then they say : 

• These allprehensions seem to us exa.ggerated. This idea of Standing Committet'!s wa.s J 
first put forward  as a means of associating the LegislatUl't\ with an irrespon~ible executive; 
and even after the appointment of Mini.ters had been proposed, it was decided to retain them 
as a means of pro idin~ a certain number of peoplt' with some acquaiutance of administrative 
methods, as a mcans 01 h-aining them to fill the office of Ministers. We propose, therefol'e. 
to ret'lin them; but we wish to make it perfectly clear that we do SO only for educative 
purposes.' 

The Government of India, thereafter, took exception to the proposal in so-
far as it a.ffected the Governme'nt of India itself. In para.graph 120 of the 
first despatch, the Government of India say; 

• We come next to the deviees proposed for e8tablis in~ a closer eonneetion between th3-
Executive and the Le/tislature in the Government of India. These are akin to those we 
have already.eonsidered in eonnection with the pro'l"inces. The proposal that Sbnding-
Committees of the Government of India should be set up has met with little opposition. We 
have in paragraph 92 ~tated the argument. which have been UI'.;ed against thl" establishment 
of such Committees. In their application to provincial Committees we considered that the 
objections had been exaggerated, but in the case of Committees of the Central e ti~lature we 
feel that they apply with much greater weight. There would be much mOl'e difficultv in 
an'anging the 88sembly of Committees in Delhi and Simla than at proviT'cial headqualtt'rs. 
Delays would also be more serious Rnd vexatious than are likely to occur in the provinces. 
nor in view of the nature of the business done is there the same justification 
for the Committees as there is in the proviuces.' 

Later on they say : 

• Ou; present purpose is to develop responsible 20vernment in the provinces; bnt the 
Govel'Dment of India is to remain amfnable to Parlia.ment, and there is therefore no need to 
introduce into it an an'angement which we can justify in the provinces only on the ground 
of its educative 'l"alue. ' 

So, the Government of India do not seem to think tha.t we here ha.ve any 
claim to political education so far as these Standing Committees can give it. 

In his note of dissent Sir Sankaran Na.ir book quite a. different view . 

• I do not agree, , S&ys he,·' with my colleaglu!s in discarding the provision abollt 
appointing .)I embers of the Assembly to positions analogous to that of Parliamentary Unde .. 
Secretal;es or the Standing Committee.. At present, or under the new scheme, there is no 
means of non-official Members acquh;ng that knowledge which can be acquired only by 
holding an office, . . ~ knowledge of Indians in the public ser i~s .will no~ be a ai~ab e to 
non-officials for cnttclBm of Government proposals. The MIDlsters W'lll have mtlm8te· 
knowledge only of the tranSfeITed depa!tments, and that also only in the provinces. Th_ 
Under 8ecretaryships and Standing Committees will enable the non-officials to acquire that; 
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information which they would otherwise lack. In the earlier stages of discussion, it was 
generally admitted that these would form 8. good training ground for future administrators. 
It is undesirable, therefore, to drop them. ' 

The first despatch is dated the 5th of March, 1919. It seems that later 
on the Government of India somewhat modified their views on this m3.tt or, 
because we find that, when, on the 18th of October 1919, Lord (then Silo James) 
Meston was called in for the third time before the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee as a witness on behalf of the Government of India, he mentioned 
that he had received some additional instrnctio'ls on certain points, and on 
page 544 of the Evidence Volume we find that he stated that-

'In regard to the Standing Committees with the Government of India and the Parlia-

\ 
mentary Under Secretaries they (the Government of India) would ask that, if those institu-
tions are accepted by the J oint Committee, an exception should be made in the case of two 
! Departments, the Army Department and the Foreign and Political Department. ' 

Well., Sir, my demand to-day iR nothing more nor less than this, 
that the position which Lord \reston took up on the lath of Octoher, 
1919, should be maintained. Then Sir, I have already read out the 
Report of the Joint Select Committee which shows that, after Lord 
Meston's evidence on this point, the Joint Committee made a recom-
mendation that these Standing Committees would be a useful instrument 
for the political education of non-official Members, although the Committee 
haveJeft the various questions relating to the constitution and appoiat ment 
a.nd other things to the discretion of the Governor General. 

Sir, since coming to this House, I madejl,n inquiry on the 1st of \{arch as 
to what was intended to be done in regard to this proposal to associate Stand-
ing Committees of the Indian LegiRlature with the different departments of 
the Government of India, and the reply was as follows: 

, A Standing Finance Committee of this Assembly has been appointed. It is not 
proposed, at present at any rate, to appoint any other Standing Committee of the Legislature.' 

80 T did not lose heart, and I have brought forward this Resolution 
to·day. Now, Sir, so far as the question of principle is concerned, I tLink 
that by the a.ppointment of the Standing Finance Committee, the G,..,vemment 
stand committed. And, if I remember aright, the Honourable the :Finance 
Member paid a glowing compliment to the Standing Finance Committee in 
Simla. for the valuable assistance that it had rendered to his Department in 
{lonnection with the supplementary estimates. Therefore, 8ir, it seems to me 
that some, at least, of the apprehensions which found expression in the Gov· 
~rn ent of India despatch are baseless. As I promised I would not use very 
many words of my own to commend this Resolution to this House, I do not 
propose to speak further. 

Mr. Sambanda Mudaliar (Salem and Coimbatore, cum North Arcot: 
Non-Muhammadan Rural) : Sir, I rise to support the Resolution which has just 
heen moved by Mr. Neogy. I think the principle ofappointing Committees is 
rather familiar to many of us here. Under the Municipalities Act and even undel' 
the Local Boards Act, various Committees are appointed, such as Finance Com-
mittees, Sanitation Committees and various other Committees, and the function 
of these Committees is to advise the Executive in their work of administration. 
Such Committees, if appointed here, will, I daresay, be of the greatest use. 
n I am correct, I remember having seen in the papers tha.t the Ma.dras 
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Provincial Government has recent~y appointed two or three Committees, such 
as Abkari o ittee~ Forest Committee and other similar Committees also; 
and I think that the same experiment may also be made here. As the learned 
Mover has just said, the Standing Finance Committee's work has been 
appreciated by the Honourable the Finance Member himself, and I therefore 
do not see why similar Qommittees should not be appointed, the members of 
which may associate themselves with the various other Executive Council 
Members who are in charge of different pOltfolios. I think that this would 
be a very good thing. Moreover, the appointment of these Committees will 
have an educational va.lue also, because it will be a training ground for 
Honourable Members who will be able to aecustom themselves to official 
business also and acquire a grasp of principles. If such Honourable Members 
should ever rise to be Ministers or Executive Councillors, they will be 
better acquainted with official business than they are at present. For such 
men it would afford an excellent training in the principles of the art of 
Government, SQ that, in the event of their being subsequently apJ oint~d 

to these high offices, they will find the work easy. I therefore heartily 
support this Resolution. 
Mr. J. N. Mukherjee (Calcutta Suburbs: Non-Muhammadan Urban): 

Sir, I also rise to support the Resolution which has been moved by my 
friend, Mr. Neogy, and for the reason which he has placed before this House. 
I will just supplement that reason by one or two observations which occur 
to me at the present moment. Apart from the educative effect of the motion, 
if carriid, I may submit to this House that here is an opportunity for the 
Government to show the country that it is quite willing to associate the people 
in the administration of the country withont any sacrifice of official power and 
authority. That is a very weighty consideration so far as I am concerned, and 
the Government cannot afford to lose such an 0ppoltunity under circumstances 
which I have had the honour of pointing out to this House. I therefore hope 
that there will be no opposition to this Resolution and that it will be carried 
by this House. 
Rai D. C. Barna Bahadur (Assam Yalley: Non-Muhammadan): 

Sir, I beg to support this Resolution most heartily. Unless oppOltunities al'e 
given to the Members of this House and to the members of the public at large 
to learn the art of Government, how can the Reforms be expected to be success-
ful? It is very important that this Resolution should have the cordial 
SUppOlt of the Government also, so that the desired object be attained, namely, 
that the people may be fitted to govern themselves. If the request should be 
refused, then, Sir, a good opportunity will be lost both by the people and by 
the Government. In these circumstances I beg to snpport the Resolution. 

Mr. J. F. Bryant (Madras: Nominated Official) : Sir, I merely wish to call 
attention to a statement made by the Honourable Member behind me (Mr. 
Mudaliar). He quoted the analogy of Madras, and he led us to believe that the 
Standiulb Committees there were elected by the Madras Council. My belief 
is that Committees, where they exist in Madras, are nominated by Government, 
which is a very different thing. 

Mr. Sambanda Mndaliar : Sir, I never said that the Said Committees 
were elected. 
The Hononrable Sir William Vincent (Home Member): Sir, the Mover 

of the Resolution, Mr. Neogy, has very properly put before the Assembly 
full citations from the Montagu-Chelmsford Report and also from the first 
despatch of the Government of India. on Constitutional Reform in relation 
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to this subject. Some of the points which are made in that first despatch 
are of the nature of practical criticism, with which I will deal later. ~ 

first point, however, to which I wish to draw attention is that under the 
Joint Committee's Report the question as to whether these Standing-
Committees sh6uld be appointed 01' not, is left entirely to the discretion 
of the Governor General in the case of the Government of India. When 
I came to scrutinise this Resolution, I was a little doubtful as to whether 
it was primarily the function of the Governor General in Council to advise the 
Govemor General as to what his duties were. I still doubt it, and, if we had 
Jetected the objection in time, pel·haps we should have pressed it further, but 
it is too late to do so now. The practical objections or rather practical 
criticisms .-for there are no insuperable objections as regards these Committees -
are numerous. In the first place, there is the difficulty of getting people to 
r attend. Now, we have at present a Standing Finance Committee; we have 
also at the moment a Committee sitting on the privileges of European British 
subjects in criminal proceedings; I believe I am right in saying that, on a dat~ 
fixed for the meeting of the Standing Finance Committee the other oay, 
three members were pl·esent. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: That was most exceptional. On the 

1 P.l!. 
other hand, we sacrificed a lot of time in attending theFe 
meetings frequently. I refer to it only because the onourabl~ 

Member has l'efen-ed to it. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent:(Home Member): I ha;e no 
knowledge of the particular circumstances: I am merely stating the facts. 
I daresay they are capable of explanation and I am quite sure that Mr. 
Rangachariar wouM not neglect a public duty of that character if it was 
avoidable, and I did not mean to suggest it. But there is the fact that you 
cannot get men to attend Committees regularly. As to the Committee relating 
to the removal of racial distinctions in criminal proceedings. 1 had fixed 
tentatively the 4th of January for a meeting of that body; immediately { 
got protests from non-official Membf'rs, and quite reasonable protests, saying 
that they could not come up when the ses-ions were not sitting. During t ~ 

sessions the difficulties are equally great; you know what is happening now. 
That very Commitee is sitting to-day; it sat yesterday and half of us were 
unable to get away to attend it. Yesterday four witnesses were examined and 
Dr. Gour and myself, who were members-unimportant members no doubt 
but still members-were unable to get down there to hear them at all. ~ 
Members of the Assembly are also aware that during the session, a great 

part of the time is taken up with Select CommitteeH on Bills; and I think the 
Secretary to this Assembly will find it very difficult indeed to fit in time for 
them without attempting to find time for numerous DepartIIlental Committees. 
Another point which this Assembly has to consider, is whether there is a. 
sufficient number of men in this Chamber who are prepared to sacrifice their 
time and attend frequently in Delhi and in Simla, for some time, to deal with 
the ordinary problems of administration. There is an ellsential difference in this 
respect between the provinces and the Government of India. In the provinces 
you can get men, generally in the Presidency towns, in the headquarters of 
the province or in the immediate neighourhbood, who can come and attend 
Committees when required, but it is very difficult to get men to come up from 
Madras or Assam or some other of the remote provinces, to D~l i or Simla. ro 
attend Committees of this kind when requhed. 
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There is another point to which I want to draw a.ttention, thongh it. 
also is not an insuperable opjection. It is the increased work which such t 
Committees impose on the Secretariat. Now, the Secretariat of the Govern-
ment of India,at the present moment, is over-worked to a.n extent that I do-
not believe is realised by any Member of this Assembly. Our officers are 
at work early in the morning and late at night; they take home work to do at 
night and many of them - I believe my Honourable colleagues will bear me 
witness in this House -are on the point of breaking down. If you propose to . 
appoint Standing Committees which they will have to attend, they will have to-
procure papers, issue circulars, record conclusions :md make va.rious inquiries ;. 
those, therefore, who want to see such Committee3 must be prepared to pay 
for a considerable increase in the Secretariat shff. Whethet· it is desir-
able or how far it is desirable to do tha.t in the present financial position, is not. 
a matter for me to deal with. 

Then there is a third point, viz., that the appointment of Standing Cl)mmit-• 
tees of this kind must lea1 to great delay in dispo5ing of cases. They cannot 
meet oftener, say, than once in two months; you could not expect a gentle-
man from Madras to come up oftener than once in two months to Simla for-
this pnrpose. 

N ow all these are not purely theoretical objections that I have evolved 
myself. They are practical criticisms which deserve careful attention. 
May I cite also to the Assembly what the esperience of these Committees in 
other. countries has been? I have had inquiries made as to the effect of this. 
system in France and A ~ricl.. Spe.l.king of America, Lord Bryce said: 

• The IlCI1ltiny to which the departmental Committees subiect the department is s) 
close and consistent as to occupy-much of the time of the officials and seriou.ly interfcl"1} 
with their duties Not only are they often su'n'lloned to givoJ evidJnJe, t ~y are re uir~d 

to furnish minute reports on matters which a Memb5r of tha '.Aln~re'i could ascertain f.)!' 
himself. Nevertheles3 the Honse Committees are not certain b detect abuses or peculation. 
for special C)mmittees of the Senate have repeatedly unearthed dark doings which had. 
passed uDllU3pected the ol'dl:lal of a House investigation' 

He goes on to say : 

• This system destroys the unity of the House as 1\ legislative body; it prevents th.,. 
capacity of the best members fr'lm b~in~ brou'~ t to bear on auy one piece of legislation, 
however impJrt.mt ; it cramps debate; it laBen. the cJ e~iJn arid harmony of l~gislatir . 

It gives bcility for the exercise of underhand and even corrupt influ311C6 It l'edU:)8' 
responsibility. It lowers the interest (If the nation in the proceedi!lglil of the ongr~ss. It: 
throws power into the hands of the Chairmen of Committees. Thev practically beJome-
a second set of Ministers before whom the departments tremble and who, thoug:l they cau 
neither appoint nor dismiss a postma.n nor a tide-waiter, can by legislation determine the 
policy of Ule branch of administration which they oversee.' . 

'rhese are not my criticisms. But I put them to the Assembly as the 
observations of a great authority. Nor in any case would Cnmmittees of this. 
Assembly exercise the same power,  undel' the present system at any ra.te; 
hut these are criticisms which this Assembly, I think, will do well to weigh. 
As regards Europe, the committee system is stateJ by a competent observer, 
Professor Lowell, to ha.ve sa.pped the authority of the Ministr.Y and wea.ken3d 
the Government in more than one na.tion of Continental Europe. He also-
cites Monsieur Dupriez in his work on Ministers of the principal countries 
of Europe and America. a.s painting in very strong colours the evils of t ~ 

French Committee system. This writer points out how little influence t ~ 
Ministers ha.ve with the Committees who oftoo regard them almost as the-
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-:representatives of a hostile power in the State. He shows that, while the 
Ministers have no right to ibe present at Committee meetings and are invited 
to attend only when they wish to express their views, the Committees claim 
the right to examine the administrative officers, insist on seeing books and 
papers and volunteer advice. Indeed, he goes on sarcastically to remark at 
the end that the Government and the Committee are never in perfect accord 
except when the former submits to the latter. Now, that would not be the 
case exactly here, because any Committees appointed would be advisory. But 
at the same time any Member of the Government might be put in a very 
difficult position by members of a Committee. They ask for paperf:1 and the 
Government says' No, they are not going to be put before you}. ' Very 
well, my friend..' the Committee say, 'you wait till we get the Assembly 
down on ymt j you are not going to accept our views on the subject j we will 
see what. the Assembly has to say to that.) In this way a Committee could 
lin fact establish indirectly very great control over the Executive Government, 
Ia control which is not contemplated by the Government of India Act at all. 
I admit, on the other hand, the assistance of Committees has pro ~d eminently 
useful to Government on many oceasions, and I do not want to depreciate the 
value of the Committees with which I have been associated-Committees such 
as the Repressive Laws Committee, the Press Committee, this Committee which 
is now sitting, where, I believe, matters will be thrashed out satisfactorily re-

egarding these racial distinctions. Similarly, I myself think and have thought for some time that, in the Home Department a com mittee to examine proptlsals 
or legislation generally would be of very great value. At present Dr. Sapru 
and I have to deal with a great number of Bills submitted by non-officials, of 
which it is very difficult indeed t') form an opinion. Now, I cannot but think 
that the as£OJiation of a number of eminent Members from this Assemblv would 
be of the greatest assistance to Government in considering questions ~  that 
kind j I believe also the question has been considered as to whether a Com-
mittee might not be of any use in relation to other subjects, such as rail-
ways, but I have no authority to spea~ about that. I suggest, therefore, to 
this Assembly that the proper way to utilise the services of ;\1embers ofthe 
Assembly is not to appoint Committees in the manner suggested, but in some 
cases to appoint ad ltoe Committees, if I may use that term, for the investi-
gation of particular questious, and in other cases, to appoint general Com-
mittees to deal with particular subjects in !tny Department. As I Baid now, I in the Home Department it would be quite impossible for us to carryon our 
current work in the political section with the assistance of a Committee. We 
have to act at once, and, indeed, a great deal of the papers with which we 
deal are of a very contidential character. But there are many subjects, at 
any rate there are some suhjects certainly, in which the assistance of a Com-
mittee might be very useful. That, however, is only my personal opinion. 
\ As I said, the matter is really one for decision by His Excellency. In the l,conC1USion of his speech the Mover referred to the Standing Finance Com-. mittee and suggested. that that affords a precedent for appointing Standing Com-
mittees in the varions Departments. Now I venture to put it to this Assembly 
that there is no analogy between the two bodies. The Standing Finance Com-
mittee is a very different thing from a Standing Committee attached to a Depart-

I ment. I understand, for instance, that the Finance Committee has nothing 
, whatever to do with anything on the revenue side. It merely examines certain 
, items of expenditure which are in any case coming before the Assembly in the 
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form of Budget grants at a later stage. With the more intricate and 
scientific side of the Finance Depart ent ~ work} or indeed with the con-
nection between the Finance Department and the Local Governments, I think 
the Standing Finance Committee has no concern whatever. It is a mistake, 
therefore, to suppose that the Standing Finance Committee woulq afford a 
precedent for appointing Standing Committees to take pal1i in the whole of the 
work of any pat1iicular Department. Indeed} in my Department, and I am 
:sure in other Departments as well, for instance, in the Foreign and Political 
Department, it will be quite impossible to have a Standing Committ.ee to deal 
with all the various subjects with which we are in touch. There is another 
Committee now already in existence, namely, the Statute Law Revision 
Committee, on which some of the Members of this Assemblv sit. That 
is a very small Committee, I think there are about five members, b~t even they 
find it very hard indeed to attend to their duties on that C,)mmittee without 
·sacrificing a considerable amount of time which they find it difficult to do •• 
having regard to their private business In the circumstances} I suggest that . 
the Assembly would be wise in recommending a trial of a Committee or Com-." 
mitt.ees on particular subjects, but certainly not Standing Committees attached . 
to all the Departments in the Government of India. If you have Committees 
of seven or eight attached to each Department, this would involve a burden on 
the time of the Members of this Assembly which they could not possibly bear. 
Further, I suggest the real method in which a Legislature ought to exercise 
control over the Executive is that which obtains in Great Britain.. You have 
t et~, I suppose, the most powerful and the most silccessful form of legislative 
constitution. The Parliament is able to bring the greatest influence to bear on 
the Legislature in many ways which are perfectly open to this Assembly. 
I beIieve that it would be to the benefit of the Government of this country, 
whether democratic or in its present form. that the Assembly should follow 
British lines in that respect rather than adopt American or French lines. It 
may be possible for Committees, such !I.S are proposed, to do admirable work 
ill the provinces, but now and in the future, when India acquires a greater 
measure of responsible Government, I believe that it will always be 
~ssential that the Central Executive Government should be a strong Govem-
ment, able to come to rapid decisions and see immediately that they a.re 
-carried out, and that the control of the Legislature over the Government 
should be exercised as it is in the British Parliament. Perhaps some Honour-'> 

able Members of this Assembly are aware of the advice that John Stuart 
Mill, the great constitutional authority, gave on these points. He said 
that: -
'When a public body knows what it is ,fit for and what it i. unfit for, it will more and 

more understand that it is not its business to administer, that it is its business to see that 
-the administration is done b,v proper persons and to keep them to their dutie3. .. ..  .. 
It is more consistent with the capacity of a popular Assembly, to see that the business is 
transacted by the most competent persons; conuning its ;Jwn direct intervention to the 
enforcement of real discussion and the publicity of thl'l rea80ns. offered pro and con; the 
offering of suggestions to those who do the work, and the imposition of a check upon them 
if they are disposed to do anything wrong' 

That is a m-,thod in which, I b3lieve, this Assembly could properly act. 
I have in my mind a statement ,made by -Sir Sivas\\aml Aiyel' yesterday. 
Honourable Members willl'emember that Dr. Gour sugg'estoo that b~ ore the 
Executive Government had taken action in )'egard to cel1;aill activities of the 
non-co-operatiJu party, we should have obtained the direct assent of this 
A,sembly, Sit· Sivaswamy Aiyar then seemed to me to get. a.t -the point at 
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once, and he said that this was not the constitutional way of looking at it; 
it is necessary tha.t Government should have power to act immediately and 
decisively, and the propel' way in which control is to be exercised by this 
Cha.mber is by a.ttacking, criticising, opposing and even censUl'ing the 
Government in the House on its action latel' if it considers that it has done 
"Tong. 

I hope that if I give the Monr of this Resolution the assurance that I 
have given, namely, that the Government are prepared to consider this ques-
tion of appointing tentatively a Committee on particular subjects, he will not 
find it necessary to press this Resolution further. To a,ppoint Standing 
Committees to every Department of Government, even if the Army and 
Foreign and Political Departments are excluded, will be imposing upon the 
Members of the Assembly a greater task than they can possibly carry out, 
lDld will involve great delay and considerable expeme and diFlocation of the 
public business. 

Dr. H. S. Gour (Nagpur Diyision: r\on-Muhammadan): Sir, it is very 
refreshing to heal' the very sympatbetic, though very disappointing, reply 
of the Honourable the Home Member, but as a practised speaker and a lawyer, 
he must be aware of the weakness of his case, because he knows that the argu-
ment of non pOSSllmUS is resorted to by people who have nothing better to ~y. 

Let me place before this A-sembly the various reasons he bas given for 
oppoFing this very modest and reasonable Resolution. I bave categori.';eJ 
them, and I propose to deal with his several objections in their order. 

The first objection of the Honoll1'able the Home Member is this. He ~a.ys : 
'Gentlemen, I speak in your own interests and for the dignity of your own 
Hou!'e. ) Quoting M ill and Bryce, he says: ' You will not attend'. He 
gives two instances of Committees in which there has been an absence of 
members. Now, I am a member of both. First of all, referring to the 
Racial Distinctions Committee. the Honourable the Home Member said that 
out of deference to the official members, he fixed provisionally the 4th of 
January as the date for the assembly of that Committee at Delhi. Hut he 
quite unconsciously forgot to mention as to when he intimated that date 
to the members concerned. 11 e knows that the majority of the members 
are busy lawyers and would he be surprised to heal' that he did not give more 
than 48 hours' notice for some members to come-up from long distances? I! e 
could not therefore be surprised if he found t hat the memberR were not ready to 
employ an aeroplane service to reach Delhi within 48 hours of the notice given 
to them. As regards the Statute Law Revision Committee, does the HonolD'-
able the Home Member know that the notice given to the members of that 
Committee was even shorter? I appeal to my colleague, Munshi Iswar Saran, 
to ve,ify the fact. We were in Calcutta and we were told at the last moment 
that the Committee would meet on a certain date. So far from there being 
any anxiety to shirk the work of these two very important Committees, there is 
every desire to serve upon them, but the sholtness of the notice given to the 
members accounts for the absence of some of them. That is with reference 
to the two instances which the Honourable the Home Member has given. 

Then, secondiy, he mentioned the question of cost which would 
be necessarily inv-olved in having to increase the Secretariat work I 
think this is an old chestnut, a stale argument with which this House 
is very familiar. Meetings take place for three days and four days 
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a month, and when protests after protests are made by this Assembly 
we are being treated to this a.rgument that the Secretariat is insufficient 
to cope with the work of this Assembly. My Honourable friend has 
not told us what would he the increased cost and whether this Asse ~ly 

would not be prepared to defray the extra cost involved and the Honourable the 
Finance Member has not got up and said that, if the proposal of the Honour-
able Mr. N eogy is carried, he will not survive the shock or that the British 
Indian Exchequer will have to sue for insolvency. I therefore submit that 
the question of cost need not detain us. 

Then comes the question of delay. Now, Sir, the Honourable the Home 
Member may take an assurance from the Members of this House that, far from 
there being any delay, it will facilitate the disposal and despatch of work. At 
present the work is done by the Departments concerned. It is then discussed and 
-agitated and re-agitated in this House, and I am perfectly certain that the Hon-
ourable the Home Member will himself admit that much of this time, while 
the Assembly and the Council of ~tate are in session, is spent on the floor of 
this House. All that time would be saved. (J{/,. N. JI. Salltal'tk: How?) 
I hear an ejaculation from a most unexpected quarter, from a gentleman who 
proceeded to England and could not be unaware of the confabulatioIl:s and 
deliberations of the Joint Parliamentary Committee. It is there stated that, if 
Council Secretaries are appointed, they will bring the Government nearer 
to the Assembly and save the time of the permanent officials, and the Stand-
ing Committees will thresh out matters and thereafter explain to this House 
wUt the permanent officials have now to do. After this statement, it is a 
question of addition and subtraction, and I can be sure that my Honourable 
friend,. the interjector, is not above it. 

N ow, Sir, I pass over the two eminent authorities which the Honourable the 
Home Member has cited. But I beg to ask the Honourable the Home 
Member: 'How far are we from America?' If I were to ask you, Sir, to 
open the windows.because it is warm, the Honourable the Home Member would 
l'ead to me the latest Reuter's telegram. and say: 'No. There are snow storms 
in London. You cannot open the windows here J. He might just as well 
have cited Bryce to apply to the entirely anomalous, unprecedented constitu-
tion of this transitory body called the Legislative Assembly. Neither Mill 
nor Bryce nor any constitutional lawyer ever thought of the weird constitution 
. (If which this India of transition is for the time being possessed. 

Now, Sir, I think his argument was moving in crescendo. The last ar~ro.
ment was really his real argument and that was that the appointment of U nder-
Secretaries or Parliamentary Secretaries and Standing Committees • 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: May I make a con-ection? 
I never said anything about Council Secretaries. I was purely dealiuO' with 
Standing Committees. l:> 

Dr. H. S. Gour: That the appointment of StandinO' Committees means 
"So much loss of power. That is the crux of. the whole c~se. He should have 

'" put that arg~ ent first. But he brought you, in his extremely subtle way, 
to the receptlOn of that argument by first of all appealiuO' to you in your 
own i~terests not t~ join this ParlialD;entary COI.D-mittee, and he told you how 
you wrlliose your tIme and how precIOUS yoUl" time is and how, after a.ll the 
discharge of public dut.ies and ,the onerous l'ellpoul>ibilities that yon bear 
upon your shoulders you would not suffer fl'om a hunchback if YOIl ca ~ a!ld 
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sat on these Standing Committees. If these arguments do not convince you, 
then he asks you to remember that the appointment of the Standing Com-
mittees would be incompatible with the present system of the Government 
of India and that it was not contemplated by the Government of India Act. 
N ow that is the I"eal question. That is the real issue, and upon that I join 
issue with the Honourable the Home Member. If the House of Gommons 
and the British Parliament had been convinced of the reasons given by the 
Government of India in its despatch of the 5th March, that the appointment 
of these Committees and the association of the Members of the two Houses 
with the practical work of administration of the country, would detract from 
the bureaucratic character of the Central Government and was incom patible 
with it, then they would not have made a provision. which they have in the 
Government of India Act, for the appointment of Standing Committees. I, 
therefore, submit that the fact that this is part of the statute law betokens 
a desire on the part of the British Parliament that the people of this country 
must be trained in the practical art of administration, and out of deference t(} 
the objections of the Government of India and of the then head of 
that Government, the question was left to the discretion of the Governor 
General. I submit the mere fact that there is a provision made in the 
Act, the mere fact that the question was debated and examined by a 
responsible body and the conclusion is registered in the solemn Act of the 
British Parliament is my best justification to support this Resolution, and the 
burden of proof is upon the Government to show why they should not aploit,t 
Standing Committees. Then, Sir, we are told, ' Weare perfectly prepared 
to throw at you odd crumbs from the rich man's table, but we would not 
admit yon to our dinner table. We will give you small jobs to do and yon 
should be satisfied because we can safely entrust you only with such doles 
as we can make from time to time.' Now, Sir, I submit, I ask the Honour-
able the Home Member, has he 1"ea11y and seriously considered what it, 
means? Do you think that the Honourable ::\lembers of this House will be 
content to serve for such purposes and on Committees which the Departments 
may call upon them to do, when they have been expressly denied, afl they 
have been denied to-day, the right and privilege of being associated with the 
various departments of the Government of India? I think, Sir, the fact 
that we have come here and have worked upon the Committees upon which we 
were appointed, the fact that we have done our best for the purpose of fur-
thering the Reforms, the fact that we have done our best for upholding the 
executive Gov.ernment, should be our best justification for asking that Gov-
ernment to give us, at any rate, an opportunity of learning the practical art 
of government. (An HOllourable Member: 'Hear, heitr.') You will remember 
the other day a discussion was raised in this House on the question of further 
reforms, and the English newspapers and the 'Stutesman' said that the 
Assembly lacked administrative experience. I ask this House to see that if' 
these Stan4ing Committees are appointed, the administrative inexperience 
from which it suffers would be soon dispelled. 

O'ne word more and I have done. The Honourable the Home Member· 
quoted Mill. I am a student of Mill. May I ask the Honourable the Home· 
Member to read the portion in that very book where he points out that this 
system applies to constitutions where the final and ultimate decision rests 
with the representatives of the people. Is that so here? Are we the final 
judges of all actions of the Executive Government? And a.s we a.renot the final 
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judges of the policy of the Executive Government, and as we are being trained 
to administer our country, I think both wisdom and expediency demand and' 
dictate t~t this Resolution should be accepted by the Government. 

The Assembly then adjourned for Lunch till Half Past Two of the Clock. 

The Assembly re-a.<lsembled after Lunch at Half Past Two of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Chair. 

The Honourable Sir lIalcolm Ha.iley (Finance Member): Sir-
William Vincent gave the House this morr.ing some of the reasons for 
objecting to this Resolutiol:!, and entered into some of the difficulties we should 
have to encounter were we to put into force the procedure which has been 
recommended by it. I am for the present concerned rather with the criticisms 
which were directed by Dr. Gour against the speech of my Honourable friend. 
Now, Sir, this is an important question and one which may have great influence 
on the practiCal working of Government, and I must register a protest against 
any proposal to set aside those objections with the airy gesture adopted by 
Dr. Gour. It is all very well to tell us, Sir, that non-po/l810nIlS is a weak 
argument _ in legal circles and that every lawyer knuws it to be a weak 
argument. I am not very well versed in the arguments which that astute, 
body uses to dispose of its opponents, but I uo know. that in the practical 
affaifS of life nmt-p08sumu8 is a final argument, for if a scheme cannot be 
carried out for pra<:'tical reasons, then it falls to the ground. J t is all very 
well, Sir, for Dr. Gour to resent Sir William Vincent quoting to us the, 
conclusions of Bryce in regard to the workin!! of the committee system in 
th(> (lnited States or warning us of the failure of that system in France. I am 
astonished that anyone here should brush aside so lightly the lessons to be, 
learnt from the constitutional history of other countries, for to do so would 
depri:ve us of one of the greatest safeguards that we can ourselves adopt to· 
obviate difficulties in the development of our own constitution and 
its conventions. Nor is it possible to accept what he has said regarding 
the difficulty pointed out by Sir William Vincent in securing tbe 
regular attendance of members of our Select Committees with a view to-
the proper despatch of the business of those Committees. It may be 
well assumed that I am not opposed in any way whatever to the 
fullest association of the M embers of the House in the work of Government;, 
I should be the last person to resent the suggestion that it is desirable to ' 
educate the Members of the House in administrative work. I took the earliest 
opportunity myself of asking the House to constitute a Standing Finance 
Committee to deal with certain definite classes of our expenditure work. As far' 
as that is a concession of principle, I am willing to stand by it. I have been 
associated with that Committee throughout and have derived the utmost 
assistance from it ; equally I believe that the Members of that Committee in the 
course of their many and arduous labours have learnt much regarding the 
administrative work of Government. But the fact remains that we have 
had no little difficulty in securing a full attendance not only at the meetings 
of that Committee but of many other Committees with which we are associated. 
If you need any further proof of that, Sir, may I read from a paper which I 
placed on the table of the House yesterday? It is the Report of the Select 
Committee of 'both Houses on the Income-tax Bill, a measure of no little 
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importance to t.he country. I uot~ it in plorticular reference to the remark 
'Of Dr. Gour. One of the paragraphs reads as follows: 

'Dr GoUt" and Mr. Narayan Das Girdhardas WJre unable to attend the meetings of the 
-Committee. ' 

Now, Sir, that Committee assembled only a few days before this session, 
-and it sat throughout the earlier meetings of this session. That other 
"important or~ engaged the energies of my Honourable friend at the time, I am 
well aware; he has given his time freely to Government and Committees of 
this Assembly; lmerely adduce this fact as illustrating the truth of the contention 
that difficulties do actually occur in securing full attendance on these Commit-
tees. I ask you now to magnify the problem and imagine what would be the 
·difficulties if we were to ask this House to give us something between 50 and 
60 Members to attend constantly at the headqu Irters of Government and assist 
in its current work. For, Sir, if II. Standing Committee is to be associated 
with each Department of Government, as suggested by the Resolution, and is 
-to take a serious grasp of the work of that Department, it must take patt 
in the current work of the Department. The work of Government is con-
tinuous; you cannot always isolate questions ol policy and questions of detail; 
they are inter-woven and involve a continuous series of connected decisions. 
Many of the matters dealt with are urgent. It would be quite impossible for 
us-to defer, until some convenient occasion such as the meetings of this 
Assembly, the many an important questions with which the Department has 
tt) deal in its current operations. Let me repeat, Sir, that to carry out this 
-proposal in full would reqnirethe attendance of at least 50 or 60 Members 
-practically throughout the year at the headquarters of the Government of India. 
N ow, Sir, attach what value you will to the legal value of the argnment of 
non-possumus; my reply is that I have there a practical non-po8sumus" which 
must be faced. So much for the working difficulties of the proposal. As 
Sir William Vincent pointed out, they may not necessarily be insuperable, 
,and he put before you an alternative; but before I come to that, I desire to 
put before the House in somewhat fuller detail what constitutes the work 
·of a department, and to analyse the exact value which the Standing Committee 
-would afford both to the operations of Government and as to the education to 
the Members of this House. I take by preference my own Department, 
though this is in some sense an exceptional case. For, Sir, while the opera-
tions of other Departments only come up for occasional l·eview (this 
is perhaps less true of the Home Department than of other Departments) 
bv means of Resolutions and questions, my Department is one whicb 
stands in a peculiar position, for once a year the whole of -our opera-
-tions come under review and very complete review by this House. 
"r e have to explain what we have done with the money voted by the 
House during the past year. We have to explain whether our anticipa.tions of 
revenne have been fulfilled or not. We have to explain to it why and how in 
any particular case we have exceeded the grants made to us. We have to lay 
before the House a very complete scheme of operations, not only of revenu"e 
and expenditure, but of ways and means finance for the coming year. We 
have to justify this to the House, and we a~e to obtain practically every penny 
of it in the form of a direct demaoo for a grant. In this sense my Depart-
ment .stands on a speeia:1 i>;tsis, and. the Asse ~ly is to th!s extent already 
assocIated very fully WIth Its operatIOns. But It has much III commoll with 
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-other Depa.rtments, and the lessons to be drawn from examining the work of 
that Department will be of general value. One branch of that Department 
is concerned purely with expenditure work. Proposals for new expenditure are 
'first examined in full detail in tha.t branch, and if they are passed by the 
Department, come before the Standing Finance Committee. But I wish to 
point out that this is work of great volume aD'd great detail. It would be quite 
.impossible for any Committee to sit with us day by day and go through the 
whole of the great volume of cases that come up to us. It is not possible to 
-do more than to assemble a Committee to go through the more important 
~es which have passed through the scrutiny of our Department and have 
<been admitted by it. 

The second branch of my Department is concerned with such matters as 
financial rules, financial regulations and relations with the Provincial 
Governments. Now, Sir, while on questions of general financial policy 
the advice of a Committee might be both of importance and of interest, 
yet I think it will be granted that few Members of this HOWie would 

-eIore to attend day after day and month after month purely for the 
yurpose of revising financial rules and tinancial re~tions. Then comes a 
very important branch, I mean that relating to what we call pure finance, 
-that is all those questions relating to the provision of ways and means, the 
adjustment of remittance transactions, the paper currency issue, the raising of 
loans, and the provision of every day linance by means of Treasury Bills, 
advances from the Bank, and theJ.ike. Now, that is work which demands that 
-we sh.Puld frequently take immediate action; a great part of it is conducted by 
"telegraphic communication; there are frequent consultations with experts, and 
:part of the work is of a class which must essentially be oondncted with the 
'Utmost secrecy. I put it to any business Member of this House whether it 
would be possible for us to lay before a Committee meeting at considerable 
interva.ls of time proposals for increasing or lowering the rate of, Treasury 
Bills, whether _ it would be possible for us to discuss with any Committee the 
-terms on which we propose to issue a loan. It would astonish me to learn 
that such matters are put before a Committee in any country in the world, 
aud would ask any Member of the House to say whether in his opinion such 
proposals could reasonably be discussed with a Committee. Yet if a Standing 
Committee were to be associated with the cnrrent work of the Department, 
.that is the class of work which would come before it. 

(A voice: Not necessarily-who wants them ?) 
Then what else would you place before it? 
Now, Sir, I have analysed the work which is discharged in my 

Department; as I have pointed out its operations a.re continuous and while 
they occasionally involve questions of policy, it is difficult to isolate 
policy and its execution. I am free to admit that on important questions 

·-of policy it might be well to seek the advice of a. Committee convened for 
the purpose. But I maintain that for the current work of the Department 

. aud for the ordinary administrative work of the Depaltment, a Com-
mittee is not a suitable form of assistance. I maintain, further, that it 
would be impossible to keep with us a Committee of sufficient numbers really 
to represent the opinion of this House, or c 1rr)' weight with it. That is a 
pra.ctical 80:1'1 outstandio.g difficulty to which myself ca.n see no solution 
whatever. And let me rep:mt again, Sir, that in pronouncing this difficulty 
-to be insupera.ble, I a.m not speaking as an intra.nsigent opponent of the general 

c 
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o principle that Members of this House should be associated in the work of 
Government, for, as I said before, I have given proof, and practical proof, to-

o the contrary. 

I have made one reservation, Sir, and that is, on questions of general 
o policy the work of a Committee would frequently be of the very gt'eatest 
al!sistance to us. I can well conceive that in many Departments it would be 
of the highest value if a Committee-a ~nding Committee if necessary-were 
appointed to deal with definite subjects. I can well conceit-e, for instance,. 
that in conneetion with the Department of Commerce it may be well that 
there should be a Standing Committee to advice Government on many ques-
tions of policy relating to railways. I am not going to make any suggestions 
. to my Honourahle friend Mr. Sarma, but I can well conceive that emigration 
is a subject on which a Committee could frequently advise with excellent-
results, because emigration is a subject dealing largely with questions of policy .. 
Here negotiations have to be can-ied on with other Governments and Domi-· 
nions, and time i~ 8I"ailable for the full discussion of such questions: the-
questions of policy involved are-of the very deepest interest to this House. 
On such points, therefore, namely on points of policy, I can well imagine that 
it would be of the greatest value if Committees dealing with definite subjects 
were appointed. But what I do protest against, Sir, is any suggestion tbat 
Standing Committees should he appointed to deal with the current and every-
day work of a Department. That, Sir, is my point: and a"o-ain I say, 'then I 
make that point, I base my objections to the Resolution on the safe ground 
of practicability: and I appeal to Members of this House, as practical men, 
not to support a proposition, which, as it stands, would be of so little afsistance-
to the House and so entirely unworkable in practice. 

Mr. N. M. Samarth (Bomh8.y: Nominated Non;..Official): :Sir, I see a 
great deal of force in what the Honourable the Home Member as well as the-
Honourable the Finance Member have pointed out to us in their speeches. I 
think the original proposal of having Standing Committees associated with the 
Government of India had nothing to do really with the enrrent business of 
the Departments, and the idea was really to associate Standing Committees in 
order that they may advise the different Departments, except the Army and 
Foreign and Political Departments, and to that extent I take it that the-
Government of India will be pleased to recommend to His Excellency the-
Governor General the appointment of such Committees. And I may remind 
the Honourable the Home Member and the Honourable the Finance Member 
that, whatever their views were before, when Sir James Meston went to give 
evidence, the President, Lord Selborne, asked him first, 'I think the Govern-
ment of India have instructed you to put forward some more evidence,' and 
he said' Yes'. And then he put forward some more evidence in modification, 
of the previous views of the Government of India in their despatch: and on 
this subject of Standing Committee he said: 

• Then in regard to Standing Committees with the Government of India and ParHa-· 
mentary Under Secretaries, they' 

that is, the Government of India, 
, would ask that if these institntions are accepted by the Joint Committee, an exception 
should l-e made in the case of two Departments, the Army Depmiment and the Foreign and 
Political Department. They think that the danger, to put it quite frankly, of leakage in 
'those very important Departments, where secrecy is of such high importance, jU8tifies them 
in l'ecomu.ending special treatment.' 
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That was their view, and I take it that they adhere to that view. The 
Joint ,Parliamentary Committee then recommended : 

, That the Committee think that it may often greatly assi.t the political education of 
India if Standing Committeea of the Legislative bodie3 are attached to certain Departments 
of Government. But they only express this opinion on the underdtanding that the appoint-
meut of such Committees, their composition and the regulations which govern their pro-
cedure shall be matters wholly and exclusively within the discrethn of the Governol· 
General. ' 

I, Sir, with your permission beg to propose an amendment to this Resolu-
tion, so as to bring it into line exactly with the idea. which the Joint Parlia-
mentary Committee had and which the Government of India, through Lord 
Meston, put before that Committee. My amendment is this: 

. + 
• After the word.!' Governor General in Council' add the words 'to be pleased to 

approach His Excellency the Governor Generlll with the recommendation.' And then delete 
the words' elected by the Members of the Legielatw"e,' and substitute the words 'of the 
Indian Legislature: And at the end of the Resolution, after the word 'Departments,' add 
the following words: 'their composition and the regulations which govern their procedure, 
being matters wholly and esclusively within the discretion of the Governor General '.' 

I think, Sir, that gives ample scope to the Governor General to so frame 
the regulations that the Standing Committees will really have nothing to do 
with the ordinary current business, or interfere with the working of the 
Departments. The regulations may also be so framed that these Standing 
Committees will have nothing to do with the Departments where leakage of 
in or~ation is such an important consideration; and they need only he called 
upon frotll time to time to advise on matters of policy. Now, so fa.r as t ~ 

amendment is concerned, I hope there will be no objeotion on the score of 
notice, and there should be no objection to the proposal being accepted by 
Governme'nt. I had absolutely no time to give notice. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: If I may interrupt the 
Honourable '"Member for a moment, Government certainly will make no objec-
tion on the score of want of notice. 

Mr. N. M. Samarth : Then, Sir, I beg to propose the amendment which 
I have read out. . 
Mr. President: There being no objection on the score of notice, t"he 

a.mendment is accepted. The amendment is : 
• After the words' Governor General in Council' insert the words • to be pleased 

to approach His Exoollpncy the Governor General with the recommendation '; to 
delete the words • elected by the Members of the Legislature " and sUlistitute the 
wol'da 'of the Indian Legislature'; and after the word 'Departments· at the end, 
add the following words 'their composition and the regulations which govern their 
pl"OcedUl"e, being malten iwholly Ilnd exclusively within the discretion of the Governor 
General': 

Mr. R. A. Spence (Bombay: European) : Sir, I think the Resolution 
which has been moved to-day is one which commends itself from one point 
of view Vel"y much to Members of this House. I think it is a Resolution 
which gives expression to that feeling we all have that we should gradually 
be trained in the administrative work of Government. But I think that the 
arguments which have been adduced by the Honourable the Home Member , 
and the Honourable the Finance Member are very strong arguments against 
the appointment of Committees attached to various Departments instead of 

c 2 
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having Committees attached for special purposes. But I am still very: keen 
indeed on seeing Members of the Legislature taking their place more and 
more in the administration of Government. We know from practical experi-
ence what difficulty there is in getting several people to come up to Delhi 
or Simla and serve on a Committee. That difficulty would, I consider, be 
very much lessened in the case of single individuals serving as Secretaries. 
And if I am in order, Sir, on such a Resolution as this, I should like to give 
expression to my feeling that we should try anti train up in this country what 
at Home, I understand, are known as Parliamentary Under· Secretaries. I 
do not think that if Members of this Assembly or of the Council of State 
were attached to the various Departments as Secretaries there would be that 
danger to which our attention has been drawn by the Honpurable the Finance 
Member. I do not think also that there would be the same expense which 
large Committees would necessarily involve; and I think that these Secre-
taries would be able to save the time of Members of Government attending 
this Assembly by answering questions and being always there ready to give 
expression to Government's policy. It seems to me that what we want is 
that the Government Secretaries, I mean the men of the regular services, 
should be relieved and given more leisure to carry '()11 the work of their great 
Departments. We do not want them to s~ er by having to attend here day 
after day, day after day. What would meet the case, I think, is if Members 
()f this Assembly or of the Council of State were appointed as Parliamentary 
Under-Se<-"1"etaries-if I may use an expression which last session was ol>jected 
to as un-Parliamentary i-they said we were not in Parliament because we 
~e er spoke. I do not know, Sir, whether the same indulgence will be given 
to me as was given to the previous speaker to move an amendment. But if 
permission were given to me, the a end en~ which I should like to move is 
that this Resolution should read as follows: 

• This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council that Members of 
the Legislature, nominated by His Excellency the Governor General and approved by the 
Legislature, be aasociated with the different Oepartments of the Government of India, 
other than the Army and the Foreign and Political Departments, as P>rJiamentary Under-
Secretaries. in order that they may be trained up in the adminisblltiou of Govlll"llmeut 
snd relieve the Government Members and Secretaries of a part, lit least, of the work in the 
sessions of the Legislature! 

Now, why I should like to see those Parliamentary Under-Secretaries 
nominated by the Governor General, is because, first of all, it is essential 
that the person whom the Legislature is going to approve of as a Parlia-
mentary Under-Secretary should be one who is likely to tuln out a successful 
Secretary. We do not want the election of Parliamentary Under-Secretaries 
to be merely a matter of politics, or just voting for the most popular man. 
Therefore I Imggest that nomination in the first place should cOllie from the 
Governor General; but as the gentleman selected is to represent in the 
House the views more or less of the Legislature, the Legislature should 
therefore be allowed to approve his appointment. 

Whether my amendment is acceptable or whether it is out of order, I do 
3 think that that is the line we should a<lopt. I think we have 
P.Il. heard definite evidence on the subject of these Committees, and 

I think, in view of what has been said, we cannot vote for this Resolution as 
it siands, but I do feel that more opportunity should be given to Members of 
this House to take part in the administration, and I think that the appointment 
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of Under Secretaries would be to the benefit of Government Members. 
If I have your permission and that of the House to move the ameudment 
I 1Vill do so ; if not .• I will simply give it as my expression of opinion. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: I think the Assembly will 
realise that amendments proposedlat the very last momellt even in the Assembly 
put the MemQer of Governments in charge in a very difficult position. I was 
quite willing to accept Mr. Samarth's amendment, waiving the question of 
notice, because that arose out of the Resolution. But this is entirely a new 
question which Mr. Spence has raised. If I enunciate to the Assembly the 
manner in which Government decide the action to be taken upon Resolutions, 
I think they will appreciate, at any rate, my difficulty. All important 

.Resolutions go before the whole body of the Executive Council, less important 
Resolutions are taken up to His Excellency, but in no case is the matter left 
with any individual Member to decide, not at any rate in the Home Depart-
ment, and I believe this is true of the other Departments. I am therefore in 
great difficulty in publishing a decision on the part of Government on an 
entirely new question of this kind when I have not had an opportunity of 
consulting my colleagues. If it would meet Mr. Spence, I shall be quite 
prepared tq undertake to put this question up before the Government for 
their consideration. But I really must ask, Sir, jf new questions of this 
character are brought in, that we should receive notice . 

.,.. R. A. Spence : I withdraw the amendment. 

IIr. President: I can remove the Home Member's difficulty. 
The proposal of the Honourable Member from Bombay is to associate with 

Government Members of this Assembly in a more or less executive capacity, 
that is to say, it creates certain new executive offices. The proposal before 
the House is to associate in a consultative capacity Members of this House in 
the form of Committees with the Executive Government. Now, his proposal 
goes beyond the strict terms of this motion and ought to be made the subject 
of a separate proposal standing by itself. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: Sir, I am afraid a great deal has been 
read into this Resolution, which is not there. All that this Resolution recom-
mends is that Standing Committees be associated with the different departments 
of the (jovernment, excepting the Army and the Foreign and Political 
Departments. The Resolution does not say that the Standing Committee should 
consist of ten members, so as to mount up the figure to 50, as the Honourable 
the Finance Member would have it, nor does the Resolution say that the 
Standing Committ/W should be associated with every-day current work of the 
Department. These are the two large assumptions which have been made on 
behalf of the Government as Laving been embodied in this Resolution, on which 
they have based their practical objections. Sir, speaking as a member of thf' 
Finance Committee, 1 quite realise the practical difficulties and the great 
sacrifice which we members have to make in undertaking duties of this sort. 
Reference was made, Sir, to the difficulty about the Finance Committee, and 
Mr. Spence takes it as evidence ofthe difficulty. I expected the Honoumble 
the Finance Member to have made a statement with reference to the actual 
position of the Finance Committee; I am surprised he did not. What are 
the facts with reference to the Finance Committee? We had sittings for 
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nearly ten days in J nne. Most of us attended and gave our valuable time 
to that Committee. Again, Sir, most of us attended the sittings in ~p

tember and gave our valuable time to it, nearly a week and over. Sir, first 
of all the last meeting was annonnced to take place on the 12th of December 
when some of us on the Finance Committee were also asked to serve at 
Calcutta on the Railway Accounts Committee between the 2nd and 10th of 
December, and again to come up here on the 12th of December. That is why 
that meeting could not be held. Then the meeting was posted to the' 
2nd of January. At that time Mr. Joshi was away in England doing 
public work. Mr. Venkatapathi Raju was on his way to Fiji to do public 
work. Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas was away on public duty on some Com-
mittee. I was assigned a house in Raisina for the purpose of staying with 
the Finance Committee. On the day I booked my passage, there came a 
letter cancelling the quarters. I was to come here, Sir, in December, and take 
my chance of getting a quarter in the cold season. I refused to do it. I 
intimated the fact to the Honourable the Finance Member through the 
Secretary of the _ Finance Committee. I am yet to receive an explanation 
for this treatment. I had to cancel the booking of my car, I had to cancel 
my eerth in the busy Christmas season; we could not get conveyances and 
carriages and I was put to a lot of inconvenience. I hear some mention was 
made of this difficulty in the newspaper. I did not see it. 1 was surprised 
that any reference was made to it. We have been ungrudgingly givillJl" our 
time, and I may say I ha.ve been doing-so to my cost, and doing our work. 
Therefore, I quite realise the practical difficulties. Having bargained, I expect 
my Honourable friends here elected by t ~ir constituencies wiH not grudge 
giving the time. I wait for an answer from all the Honourable Members 
that t.hey are prepared to gi ~ the time necessary for learning the work and 
devoting care and attention to the discharge of the duties which they have 
undertaken at the hands of their Constituencies. ("roice&:' Yes '.) Sir, it 
is not-necessary that the Committee should be large. A Committee of two is a 
Committee. What is the practical difficulty in this Assembly electing a pand 
of 20 members or 25 membet's out of about 100 and odd members, and from 
out of the panel distribute the work for each session. What is the difficulty? 
It is possible to enumerate and magnify practical difficulties. I will take it 
up for one session. Some other Honourable Member will take it np for 
another session. In that way really the work can be managed. I know 
the value of being on Committees. I know by my own practical experience 
of the great benetits which I have derived from being on the Finance 
Committee, of the valuable instru<-iion which I have received in the 
practical difficulties of administration from every head of the depart-
ment who appeared before the Finance Committee. Sir, if I were 
making a budget speech this year, I would not be making it in that airy 
fashion in which I did last year. (Laughter.) That is due to the expel'ience 
which I have gained. Sir, I want my Honourable colleagues to gain that 
tlxperien~e. Without it you will find that the Government will be in more 
difficulties than now. It will pay the Government to take Members into 
confidence. The. Honou!3ble the ~o e !dember ~e erred~ to confidential papers. 
Are you not gomg to take us senously mto contidence ( Are we such irres-
ponsible people that yon are afraid of placing confidential papers in our 
hands? Are you not placing most confidential papers in the hands of the 
members of the Racial Distinctions Committee? Have you not placed 
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-eonfidential papers in the hands of the Press Laws Committee? Have you not 
placed confidential papers in the hands of the Repressive Laws Committee? 
Have they broken your confidence ? 

What is the fear of placing conpdence in the Members of this House? 
:The more confidence you place in them, the more response you. will get and 
'the more work you will get from them. You should be delIghted to get 
work from them. The Honourable the Finance Member has handsomely 
acknowledged the assistance which he derives from the Standing Finance 
.committee. Out of the hundreds of papers which pass through the Honour-· 
cable the Finance Member's Department, how mauy does he see? Perhaps the 
Deputy Secretary and the Under Secretary disposes of most of them. That 
,is not the sort of thing we waut, We want to be acquainted with the inner 
. workings of each Department in order to know what are their practical 
difficulties or the various ways in which they have to contend with va.rious 
questions, questions of policy and questions. of finance. The Honourable the 
Finance· Member referred to the difficulty of questions of policy in regard to 
finance. It is on these questions that I ask him to take the IISsistance of 
Members. If he had had that assistance, he would not have committed the 
blunder of issuing a loan in the London market without taking the Indian 
public into confidence. 

The Honourable Sir lfalcolm Hailey: Which loan? 

RIO Bahadur T. Rangachariar: The last loan Lut one of 7l millions. 
(A voice: 'He had nothing to do with it. ') I know that, but if he had a 
Committee to assist him, his protest to the Secretary of State would have 
.ca.rried greater force and weight. Therefore, if! is no use exaggerating the 
·difficulties. If JQU are not willing to do a thing, you will always find difIi-
.culties. Where there is a will, there is a. way, but where there is no will you 
always exaggerate and say how difficult it will be. I appeal to my Honour-
able colleagues, the elected Members of the Assembly, that they are taking 
a serious responsibility in passing this Resolution. We must be serious 
in vur promise when we say that we are prepared to work, and if we 
are serious, and if we are prepared to sacrifice time, money and 
health, then by all means let us go in for it. It is worth going in for 
us, it is worth going in for the Government. Therefore, all these 
-difficulties should not stand in the way. My Honourable colleague, 
Mr. Samarth, has come forward with an amendment objecting to the election 
by this House. I am surprised, Sir, that an elected Member of this House 
should do so. (A voice: 'He is not an elected Member ).) On the other 
hand, I have seen tabled on the list of Resolutions here a Resolution to the 
effect that every Committee appointed should be elected by this House. They 
will not command confidence if you merely lea\"e it to Government to nomi-
nate Members. Look at the practical difficulties in making appointments to 
these Committees. The Government appoint me to three or four Committees 
and ask me to serve on them. How am I to serve? They are so enamoured 
.of me that thev ask me to serve on these Committees. How can I do 
justice to that ~or  If, on the other hand, you leave it to the Legislature, 
they will ta~e jolly good care to elect people who will do the work. There-
fore, I say that these difficulties should not be exaggerated. I strongly and 
earnestly appeal to Government to accept the Resolution. You have already 
accepted the principle of it. It is not said that you should all a.t once appoint 
to all the Departments. Appoint to two or three. Do ma.ke a. beginning j 
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try it, and we are prepared to make it a success. Weare anxious to co-operate-
with you provided you are willing to co-operate with us, but as long as you 
show a tendency not to take us into confidence, we will not have any con-
fidence in you. 

Therefore, I earnestly appeal to Government to accept this Resolution. 
Mr. S. C. Sbabani (Sind: Jagirdars and Zamindars): Sir, this is a. 

very important question, 8Jld I rise to draw atkntion to one aspect ~  it which 
has not been so far noticed by the Members of the Assembly. The Govern-
ment ought to be thankful to the Assembly for suggesting that they should 
associate Standing Committees with the different Departments of the Govern-
ment. I find in the tirst despatch of the Government of India on constitu-
tional reforms that the pl'imary object with which the idea of Standing 
Committees is entertained is to con~ol the irresponsibility of the executive. 

When I see that the Home Member questions the accuracy of this my-
statement, I feel that it is just possible that I have misunderstood the thing; 
but I will be reading the passage in question to the Assembly, and in doing so. 
I should be able to fix the interpretation that is to be put upon the pas!'age_ 
, These apprehensions,' urged against the creation of Standing Committees, 
'seem to us exaggerated. This idea of Standing Committees was first put 
forward as a means of associating the Legislature with an ilTes I'onsible execu-
tive.' So runs the passage. And then the passage goes on to say thllt the 
irresponsibility of Provincial Governments is to a certain extent reduced by 
the appoiutment of Ministers. But in the Central Government no Ministers 
have so far been appointed. This will be an additional ground then on whica 
the Standing Committees proposed by my friend Mr. Neogy may find favour-
with the House. 

I have said that the subject is an important one. On that account I 
would say something more with regard to the objections that have been l'aised 
to the acceptance of this proposal. The Honourable the Finance Minister has 
emphasised the necessity of the current or ordinary work being done by the-
Government without the help of the Standing Committees. The details I 
have no doubt might rightly be left to the Government; but all business 
is transacted according to certain general ideas, and if these general ideas 
a.re considered by the Standing Committees, the transaction of even ordinary 
or current work will be a great deal facilitated for the Government. 
It has been said with equal emphasis that 50 to 60 Members composing 

the Standing Committees from among the Assembly or from among the-
two Houses may not reasonably be expected to frequently attend at the 
headquarters of the Government for the work that will have to be done by 
them. This objection has been sufficiently answered by my friend Rao 
Bahadur Rangachariar. It is not desirable to appoint unwieldy Committees. 
He has also rightly remarked that the principle of election with regard to the-
appointment of these Standing Committees is to be prefelTed to the principle-
of nomination. "r e find that the same 3, 4 or 5 Members al'e selected for 
all kinds of Committees to the exclusion of the rest of the Assembh-. 
How al'e the Committees then to do their work promptly and properly? 
As a matter of fad, even some of those that are nominated to several 
Committees do not like it. One can hardly understand the reason why 
choiee is limited to only a few. The principle of election is a vitally 
important principle "to the realisation of responsible Government, and: 
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I think, so far as we can help it, we should go in for it. One reason 
why the institution of Standing Committees elected by the two Houses or by 
the Assembly should find favour with us is this-that nomination will thereby 
have been reduced to some extent. 

It has also been said with a great deal of force that the cost will increase, 
and in these days it is not good to add to the cost. I want to state that it 
20 or 30 Members of the Indian Legislature are associated in the work of the-
Government, it will become easier for the rest of the Members to derive their 
information from them, and that the number of questions with which Govern-
ment are now inundated will thereby be a great deal lessened. From this 
point of view, too, I think I would be right in saying that the cost would be-
decreased if the proposal of Standing Committees is accepted. 

It has been fuliher said that there has been no precedent for Isu~  an 
institution -that the Standing Finance Committee may not rightly be consi-
dered as a precedent. I suppose now only two Standing Committees are 
appointed-a Committee of Pllblic Accounts, and a Committee of Finance, the-
nature of which is somewhat different. What does it matter if there have-
been no precedents? As a: matteI· of fact, this very Assembly is a new 
institution, and if the institution of Standing Committees is a desirable one, 
it might be created without any regard being paid to the fact that there 
have been so far DO precedents for it. 

Tl!ese are then some of the objections that have been urged against the-
acceptance of the proposed institution. The advantages that have been 
enumerated are the advantages of help that tIle Goyernment will derive from 
the members of the Standing Committee, and the ad an~ooes that will accrue 
to the Indian Legislature from the connection that its members will come to 
have with Government. It has been also rightly said that it will be a great 
political education for the members of tbe Indian Legislature, and I have just 
now added that the irresponsibility of the executive government would be to 
some extent reduced if this institution finds favour with the Indian Legislature 
and is created. If we then put the objections on the one side and the advant-
ages on the other, the preponderance will obviously be on the side of the 
advantages. The Honourable the-Home Member himself evidently feels that 
the advantages will preponderate over the disadvantages, since he is prepared to. 
recommend at once a tentative scheme of one or two Committees. 1 fail to 
understand why the scheme should be confined tentatively to two or three 
Committees. We might reasonably appoint o itt~es for all the Depart-
ments, except of course those that have. been excluded by the proposer, and! 
cannot see why any fears should be entertained as to the success of the expen-
ment. My own idea is that the experiment is bound to succeed, and that it 
will be an easy way of extending the constitutional reforms. With these 
remarks I beg to resume my seat. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: Does tbe Honourable Member 
propose the amendment that stands in his Ilame? He has not done so. 

Xr. S. C. Shahani: My object in proposing the amendment of which I 
have given notice is that in the other House there may be a difference of 
opinion. Here, too, I feel that the opinion is divided. In the circumstan;}es 
there is no I·eason why we should provide that the Committees should consist 
of members derived from both Houses. We should confine ourselves to 
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crur own Assembly and pass a Resolution w1!ich will have reference to it only. 
If the other House approves of the scheme, the scheme may be brought 
forward in that House, discussed and accepted. 

Ir. President: The Assembly had better take the amendment which has 
been moved by Mr. Samarth first of all, which raises the issue whether ~ e 

Committee shall be appointed by the Governor General  under regulations 
framed in that behalf, or whether it shall be elected. The amendment 
standing in the name of Mr. Shahani is not mel'ely whether it shall be 
elected, but whether the election shall be confined to the Non-official Members 
of the Indian Legislative Assembly. 

Dr. Nand La} (West Punjab: Non-Muhampladan) : Sir, so far as the 
amendments are concerned, I go to support Mr. Shahani's amendment. 
But I may be permitted to speak on the Resolution as well. So far as the 
necessity of this Resolution is concerned, I think it (Resolution) commends 
itself. This is a very useful Resolution. It will relieve the Government of a 
great amount of responsibility, and it will give very great Fatisfaction to the 
Legislative Assembly. On various occasions many of us raised our voice 
criticising the steps taken by the' Government, and the answers given to us 
were 'that the Government had no time to consult us.' Only yesterday 
there was a debate in which this issue was l-aised, and the answer given by the 
official members was that there are some ~ry urgent affairs and in. such 
matters it is impossible to summon the assistance of the Members of t ~ 

Assembly. Here this Resolution solves that difficulty. We volunteer our-
selves to assist the Government, we are quite prepal'ed to ~ri ice our time. 
The Honourable the Home Member becomes very sympathetic with us and tells 
us, ' Oh, you have not got time to spare; it is not a very convenient job J. In 
reply to those very kind words, we submit that we are quite prepared to 
sacrifice our time andlenergy (' Hear, hear'), because. by giving our time in 
this manner, we shall be able to do a great deal of work for Government. On 
the occasion of Budget debates, we have seen that we have had to spend d'a.ys 
and days, and when we criticise the Honourable the Finance Member's 
demands, he would come forward and say. '9h, you do not know the practical 
phase of it, and, therefore, you are raising these SOli of questions,' and to this 
the present Resolution is the answer. This Resolution very  respectfully sub-
mits before this House that we will be able to curtail the time which is other-
wise spent in criticisms, and, as I have said, we 'are quite prepared to sacrifice 
our time and give the necessary help and. assistance to the Govf'rnm'!nt. We 
submit that we may be given an opportunity of acquiring this training. The 
art of administration really requires tl'aining, and we wa.nt it, and we 
can give assurance to Government officials that we shall be of very 
great help to them. We are not those who will take months to learn : 
some of us will learn it within a few days (' Hear, hea.r'). Give us 
any work, weare sure to do it, but allow us sufficient time. Do the official 
members mean to say that we shall take long to learn? (Laughter.). 
They need not feat on that score at all. We require hints, and when 
~ go through all the papers and statistics, we will be able to Lave a. 
faIthful grip of the subject and we will be of the greatest possible assistance 
to Government. Government should thank the Honourable Member who 
has .moved this very useful Resolution. It will disarm us, it will disarm 
the public, so far as public criticism is concerned. It will assist the 
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Government very ma.terially, and therefore I cannot see any force or reason 
in the arguments which have been advanced on behalf of Govunment. 
Their main points have been put before this House. One of them is this: 
-current work, heavy work; we don)t want to work as copyists, we don't 
want to work as accountants. We shall help you; we shall see how you 
-spend money, and in what manner your system is working 'fhere is a 
mass of criticism that the system of work in Government Departments is 
very defective. We want to share that responsibility. When we, after 
tlxperience, shall be convinced of the soundnes<; of aforesaid system then 
we will tell our people, 'Oh, your criticism is absolutely wrong: we have 
.associated ourselves with the Government, and we have seen the system 
which is in vogue, which is the best system.' Will it not materil!-lly help 
the Government? Public  criticism will be stopped at once. Therefore, a 
mass of discontent on account of the defective system in the Government 
Departments shall cease to exist. That criticism will be stopped, and I cannot 
see for a moment why the lJonourable the Home Member and the Honour-
able the Finauce Member should come forward with their luminous arguments 
and debate over these points which do not require any controversy at all. 
The suggestions, contained in the Resolution, if accepted by the Assembly, 
will be useful to both the Members of this Assembly as well as to Govern-
ment. Of course, it is a question on which much can be said for both sides 
no doubt. Rut when we weigh the arguments pros and con.s, we are forced 
to the conclusion that this Resolution deserves the sympathy of all Members 
of thill Assembly, and I consequently hope it will be acceptable to every 
one, and I very strongly support this Resolution. 

Mr. Darcy Lindsay (Bensa.l: Europelon): Sir. in associa.ting myself 
with the views expressed by my Honourable friend, Mr. Spence, with which I 
entirely agree, it appears to me that there has been one point omitted this 
afternoon in discussion, which is of considerable moment to the House, and 
that is the loss which will be suffered by the removal from our midst of some 
of our chief free lances in debate. It is an extraordinary fact that anyone who 
enters the portals of the Secretariat undergoes a softening influence. There 
is something in the air of the Secretariat tha.t affects them. You have only 
to look at our friends on the Government bench to rea.lize this. Can you 
imagine what we should be without the refreshing criticisms of such stalwarts 
in debate as the Honoura.ble Mr. Ran",ooa.chariar, Dr. Gour, Munshi Iswar 
Saran, Dr. Nand " Lal, whom we have just heard in fierce debate, my friend 
Mr. Ginwala, and last but not least, that doughty cha.mpion of freedom, 
Mr. K. Ahmad, all of whom would doubtless be elected to the Standing 
Committee, and in due course be inoculated with the SACretariat serum. I 
:gather that if the members of the Standing Committees are to be of any 
assistance in the work in which the House is interested, they must devote 
their full time to the wOl'k, and not only when this Honse meets. Can we ask 
them to give up so much of their time? W· e have heard froin my Honoura.ble 
friend, Dr. Nand Lal, that we all offer ourselves for this great service. But 
,,"ould it not be wise, Sir, to ascertain beforehand how many of our Members 
are willing to give up theil' time before we force this Resolution on the 
Government? (' Hear, hear.') With these few words, Sir, I do not support 
the Resolution as it stands, although in some respects it has my sy pat ~ . 

Mr. President: I think' we had better dispose of the amendment 
standing in Mr. Samarth's na.me. Honourable Members do not seem 
inclined to address their remarks to that particular issue. 
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The Honourable Sir William Vincent: Sir, I want in. the first 
place in my reply to draw the attention of the Assembly shortly to the Joint 
Committee's Report which is accepted always by Government at any rate 
as of great WI ight, if not of binding authority. There it is clearly laid down 
that any Committee which is appointed is to be appointed by the Governor 
General. The method of appointment of the Committee in Mr. Samarth's 
amendment is not down there, bllt I think the other words of his amendment,.. 
viz., 'its composition and procedure being matters for the Governor General J 
have been taken from the Joint Committee's report. The Government, there-· 
fore, could not, in accordance with the weight of the recommendations in 
the Joint Committee's report, accept any question of electing members to these 
Committees. But ~ want also to deal with the general question of the 
appointment of ('ommittees, because once it accepts this amendment, Govern-
ment will be placed in a very difficult position. Dr. Gour tells me that there-
would be no difficulty about securing attendance, and he justified his absence, 
his failure, his inability to attend a particular meeting of the Racial Distinc-
tions Committee, because, he Eaid, he had not an aeroplane and he was given 
only 48 hours' notice. My recollection is that he was given very much longer 
notice than that, and that he insisted that the Committetl should be postponed 
until the 15th, that is, some days after the sessions of this Council had begun. 
He "as not even prepared to attend on the lOth when the sessions, as he-
well knew, began. So it was not altogether a qnestion of notice. Again I 
believe I am right in saying that Dr. Gour did not attend a single meeting-
if I am wrong I will apologise at once-a single meeting' of the Joint ·Com-
mittee on the Income-tax Bm, not one meeting. That illustrates how 
difficult it is to secure the attendance of a busy man who, of course, is earning 
large fees down in Nagpur practising before Courts, and that is a difficulty 
that occurs in the case of many others. It is no good telling me that Members 
will a.ttend. I, who have summoned many Committees, know that you cannot 
get men to come on any fixed date. 

Mr. S. C. ~a ani  If appointed to several Committees. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: How many Committees have I attended and how many 
days have I spent with you? 

Rao Bahadur _. Rangachariar: These are personalities. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: If I have heen personal I trust 
I have not been offensive, but I WIll discontinue any personal remarks and not 
refer any further to the Racial Distinctions Committee. Let me turn to the-
real question before the Assembly. In regard to that, Sir, aU that I am prepaTed 
to do in this matter is, as I put it to Mr. Samalth just now, I will ask the 
Government of India to consider the question of appointing standing 
Advisory Committeell on palticular subject-s. I believe, as I have said, that 
the system of attaching Advisory Committees to each Department is entirely 
wron.g in principle. ' If you take a Depaltment like the one presided over 
by my Honourable colleague, Mr. Sarma, it is fa1' more suitable to have 
separate Advising Committees for separate subjects where they can usefully 
adviEe Government, than to have a departmental Committee. In the-
Home Department I 8till maintain that there is a great deal of work which has 
to be done at once, which is confidential and for which it is essential that 
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-the Government should accept sole responFibility. (At this stage Mr. Presi-
dent vacated the CDair and Mr. Deputy President occupied it.' If we do 
wrong and we are criticised, we do our best to face the music here. Nor 
would the consent of 2 or 3 or 4 Members secure us from criticism in this 
Assembly" Mr. Rangachariar said that if we had an Advisory Com-
mittee in the Finance Depa:t?l.ent, the Honourable Mr. Hailey might 
"have been saved from a lot of cnticism over a loan of the Secretary of State. 
So far as I know-I have nothing to do with the Finance Department, and 
therefore, I am not giving away some secret ~ere t at l~an was arranged by 
the Secretary of State. In any case, 7  I put It to any busmess man, I put it 
to Mr. Samarth, I would put it to the Deputy President if he had not been 
"occupying the Chair, I put it to Mr. Spence, to any business man here, 
would they reco ~nd the Gov.ernment ~o place the terms of a proposed 
loan before any AdVisory CommIttee of thIS Assembly elected by the Members 
-a Committee in reality not responsible" to anybody? I should like to 
have an answer to that. It is no good talking big about not being" tr~sted, 
for there are papers in the Secretariat taat will never pass beyond tWI) or three 
Members of Council, there are others that never pass out of Milmbers' 
hands and do not go even to the Secretaries. It is not a question of trusting 
tl:ie honesty of men of their being careless and allowing information to 
leak out and everyone knows this perfectly well. If it is proposed to" 
"select an Advisory Committee in the Finance Department to advise on the 
-prices of treasury bills, ou the prices of loans issued and on such other 
matters, on opium sales and the like, I think this Assembly is embarking 
-on a very dangerous course indeed. 

Mr. S. C. Shahani: Not dangerous. I 

The Hononrable Sir William Vincent: I do 'not suggest any dishonesty. 
Nothing of the kind, but I do know that the mou men you have in the 
Committee the greater is the danger of information leaking out. The paTti. 
(!ular case that I mentioned, na.mely, that of the loan, is, I believe, an excellent 
instance, for I do not believe any business man would recommend Consulting 
a Committee on such a point. Mr. Shahani then said, 'Oh, this Committee 
that I am going to put up is going to control the Goyernment.' That is rea.lly 
what he wanted and he referred to the Joi!lt Committee's Report. I believe I 
am open to correction, that the passages he read there referred to the Provincial 
-Governments and not to the Government of India. 

"Mr. S. C. Shahani: I am quite cognisant of that. 
The Honourable Sir William Vincent: Well, Sir, the position of a Minis-

ter in the Provincial Governments is entirely different from that of a Member 
in the Government of India. The responsibility of the latter according to the 
constitution is to Parliament and to the Secretary of State for India in Council, 
ca.nd that responsibility can.not under the law be snared or controlled 
<by anyone. When the con~itution is changed or if it ~sc anged, the position 
"lllay be different. My fnend, Dr. Nand Lal,agam suggested that the 
appointment of a Comm,ittee ou~d avoid delay: Does. any Member of this 
Assembly. who has practical experience of Committees, thmk they would expedite 
business? If you put any matter before a Committee, you have to wait nntil 
the various members can assemble; they then take time to exa.mine the pa.pers 
:a.nd generally call for further information on one thing and another, with the 
:;result that whole pr ~eedings are delayed for weeks and months, and it is idle 
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to say Committees would expedite business. Nor is that the way in which. 
Government executive business can be done. Further, as a matter of fact, in 
all important business there is an Advisory Committee for each Member in the-
shape of the Governor General's Council before which important cases are-
taken. It is quite trne it is not in the same position as an Advisory Committee 
of this Assembly, but I think the help we all receive from our colleagues is 
always· of very careful weight and value on all questions. In conclusion, I 
will again ask the Assembly to accept what I have undertaken to do, namely, 
to request the Government of India to (:onsider the question of attaching-
Advisory Committees not to depaliments quo depatiments, but on particular 
subject wilere the advice of such a Committee will be useful. 

Ir. W." Hussanally (Sind: Muhammadan Rural): I want to speak 
a few words on this Resolution, Sir. 

1Ir. Deputy President: I will put Mr. Samarth's amendment to the 
vote. The question is that the following amendment be made: 

'A t~r the words • Governor General in Council' add the words 'to be pJeased to 

.approach His Excellency the Governor General with the recommeudation: And then delet& 
the words' elected by the Members of the LegisJature' and substitute the words 'of the 
Indian Legislature.' And at the end of the Resolution, after the word 'Depart ent~,' add 
the following words: 'their composition and the regulations which govern their procedure, 
being matters wholly and exclusively within the discretion of the Governor General': 

• 
The motion was negatived. 

Ir. Deputy President: I call1lpon Mr. Shahani to move the amendment 
of which he has given notice. 

. !1tr. S. C. Shahani: Sir, I feel that no useful purpose will be served 
by my moving this amI ndment, and 1 therefore withdraw it. 

Iaulvi Abu} KaBem (Dacca Pivision: Muhammadan Rural) :  I want; 
to say a few words on the original motion. 
Ir. Deputy President: You will have an opportunity of doing so. 
The question is that leave be granted to Mr. Shah ani to withdraw his. 

amendment. 
The amendment* was, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn. 

Rai Eahadur S. P. Eajpai (Lucknow Division: Non-Muhammadan 
Rural): ~ir, 1 beg to withdraw my amendment. 

Ir. Deputy President: The question is that leave be granted to. 
Mr. Bajpai to withdraw his amendment. 
The amendmentt was, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn. 

Lala Girdharilal Agarwala (Agra Division: Non-Muhammadan. 
Rural) :  ] want a ruling from the Chair whether it is necessary that leave 
should be giveD to withdraw an amendment before that amendment is 
moved. • 
. Ir. N. I. Samarth: He could have moved it, but instead. he says 
'I witlldraw it ' . 

• 'Substitute for the words' the Members of the Legislature' the words' the non-official 
Members of the Indian Legislative Assembly'.' 
t 'Delete the words from' other' in the third line to 'Departments'.' 
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Mr. W .•. Hus8anally: Sir, I will only take a few minutes of your 
time in regard to the motion made by my friend Mr. Neogi. I heartily 
support it. I was going to say a few words against the amendment moved 
by Mr. Samarth, but I need not say anything about it now as that 
amendment has failed. 

In regard to the motion, Sir, the chief objection which has been raised is 
that the work in the Secretariat will be increased. In this connection I would 
'r~ er to a conversation I have had with a gentleman, Member of this Honour-
able House, who a few days ago happened to go to one of the Departments on 
business. He told me that he was there for about three-quarters of au hour, 
and during all this time two or three clerks were talking the whQle time and 
· smoking, and were doing absolutely not a bit of work during all the time that 
· he was there in the office. Sir, I think there is a genera.l impression 
amongst the Members of the Assembly that the establishments of the Govern-
· ment of India are far too many and that they ought to be curtailed. 

In regard to the difficulty of getting gentlemen for the sub-committees 
to attend, I think, Sir, that is not an insuperable difficulty, if only sman Com-
mittees were appointed, and if all those gentlemen were consulted beforehand, 
i.e., before fixing a meeting. The last difficulty that has been put forward is 
about secret documents-about their being such as could not safely 
· be placed in the hands of the members of the Standing Committee. 
That again, Sir, I say is a very minor point. Rules could be framed as 
to ~t kind of work can be placed in their hands and what not. That I 
think will considerably remove the difficulty. My friend, Mr. Shahani, referred 
to the executive being irresponsible. But I think if Committees of this kind 
were associated with the work of the various Departments of the Government 
of India, much of the irresponsibility of the Assembly here would also be 
removed; because many of those gentlemen who are appointed to the Standing 
Committees will gain sufficient experience and information which they will 
communicate to their friends here, who will then talk here with a O'reater 
sense of responsibility than what some of us have Leen doing it ert~. In 
that respect it will do a considerable amount of good to my friend 
Mr. K. Ahmad, whose name was mentioned a little while ago. 

There is also an impression abroad among some of the Members of the-
Assembly that there is considerable room for retrenchment in the expenditure 
· of the Government of India. Now, in regard to that, if some of us are 
associated with the inner working of the Departments, we will be able to 
gather information which will throw light on whether retrenchment is possible 
or not. Therefore I say, Sir, that Committees of this kind would be very 
useful in giving us information about the inner working of the various Depart-
ments of the Government of India. 

Sir Godfrey Fell (Army Secretary): Sir, I had not intended to take 
part in this discussion, but I cannot pass o ~r in silen~e the attack which has 
been made by the last speaker upon one of the most deserving classes of men 
in the Government of India: I refer to the clerical establishments of the Secre-
tariats. I do not know what the authority is for the Honourable Member's 
statement; but I have personally been associated with the Government of India 
Secretal'iat for a number of years, and I have no hesitation in assuring this 
Assembly that there are very few s3rvarits of Government, in this or any other 
country, who are more devoted and who work longer hours a.nd more arduously 
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than the Government of· India assistants and clerks. If the Honourable 
Member will come round to any Department of the Government of India, either 
in the morning hefore this Assembly is sitting. or in the evening after this 
Assembly has broken -up, or even, in some Departments, late at night, he will 
find men working year in and year out under tremendous pressure for relatively 
little pay and with very little hope of honour or reward. . 

Now Sir as I am addressing the Assembly, I should like to mention another 
;,oint rai~ed by the Honourable speaker. He .mentioned, I think, that it ,,:ould 
not require a large number of Members of thIS Assembly to form these Advisory 
Committees. Has the Honourable Member any idea of how many Depart-
ments of the Government of India there are? I will tell him that, exclud-
ing the two Departments which are specifically excluded in the Resolution, 
there are nine Departments in. the Government of India, and nine times five 
makes forty-five. So that the Honourable the Finance Member was not faT 
<out w hen he spoke of ' about fifty'. 

There is one other point I should like to make, Sir. In the course of the 
-discussion Dr. Gour referred in somewhat scathing terms to the contention 
put forward by the Hono.uraHe the ~ e e be~ .on the sub e~t of the 
ina.bility of the Secretariat to cope With the additIOnal work WhICh would 
be caused by the introduction of this system. Dr. Gour, in what has been 
described already by one speaker as his airy way, described this as a chestnut.· 
I do not know how my Honourable friend defines the word 'chestnut' 
<otherwise than in its botanical sense; but my definition of the word is" that it 
means an old story, a story that has been told so often that the hearer is 
tired of hearing it. Dr. Gour may be tired of hearing that the Secretariat is 
over-worked, but that does not vary the substantial truth of the statement. 
I do not know if Dr. Gour has any conception of the conditions under which 
the Secretaries to the Government of, In~ia work .now-a-days. Per.haps I may 
take a few moments of the Assembly s tIme to give them soma mformation 
on this subject, from the point of view of the toad under the harrow. Now 
in normal times the work of a Secretary to the Government of India may 
take anything from 8 ~ours u~ a.rds o~ 6 days in the week, and probably on 
Sundays as well. WIth the mtroductIOn of the ~e or s Scheme, the condi-
-tions have changed very much for the worse. A httle simple arithmetic will 
show that if to 8 or 9 or 10 hours a day you add the time occupied in attend-
ing the meetings of the Legislature -in the case of this Assembly 4 or 5 days 
in the week for a considerable number of months in thtl year -if you add to 
that the time taken in J ~eparing replies to questions (and incidentally I should 
like to re ar~ that the time that I have perso~ally sptlnt in preparing replies 
to the questIOns asked by one Member of thiS Assembly alone would amount 
to several working weeks in the year -I refrain from mentioning the Honour-
able Member's name), and if you add to that, again, t ~ti e required for pre-
paring replies to Resolutions, I think the Assembly must agree that the posi-
tion of a Secretary to Government and of other Secretariat officers has now 
become extremely difficult. ('rae Honourable Sir William l'incent: And of 
Members.) The Honourable the Home Member adds' and of Members.' I think 
that Honourable Members are quite able to take care ofthemselves in this con-
nection. I am sure my collea.gues, the Secretaries to Government will bea.r me 
-<out when I say that our W'lrk is extremely he3.vy, and thll.t if to' these dutie3 
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were imposed that of helping Advisory Committees to understand the nature of 
the difficult administrative problems which come up every day, (}f preparing 
papers for them, of furnishing them with information, and of giving them 
generally the training which I gather they require in the art of administratiOn 
in our particular subjects, then I can only say that we should not be merely 
what my Honourable friend, Mr. Darcy Lindsay, has told us we are; 8 ~ 

headed, but more likely candidates for the lunatic asylum. 

The H-onoUfable Rao Bahadur B. N. Sarma (Revenue and Agriculture 
Member) : I had not intended to speak on this subject, but there seems to be a 
general impression that the Government of India. have not given very earnest 
consideration to the recommendations of the Joint Committee with regard to 
associating the Members of the two Houses with the administration of the 
country so &..<: to enable them to acquire a knowledge of the art of ad inis~ 

tration, in order that the sphere of Self-government may be enlarged at a very 
early date. I shall speak mainly with reference to the Departments under me, 
Land Revenue, Agriculture, Public Works, Posts and Telegraphs and 
Emigrati<.>n. The matter seems to admit of a simple solution so fa.r as 
Emigration is concerned, and there would not be any very great difficulty in 
accepting the recommendation of this House so far as the Emigration Branch 
is concerned. But that merely bring,; us again to the proposition enunciated 
by the Honourable the Home M ember that it would be desirable that 
this House should concentrate its attention upon ~ e association of advisory 
bodies. with reference to particular subjects and not Departments. 
1£ the problem be attacked from two standpoints, namely, as to what 
40 branches of the Departments of the Government of India would 
P.X. really be benefited by the association of the Members of the two 

Houses with regard to the handling of thl:l subjects that come before them and 
,vith regard also to the point that has been raised by Mr. Spence, namely, how 
far it woula be practicable to ease the burden of the Secretaries and give 
practical help in learning the art of administra.tion to Members of this House, 
there is much to be said for it. But, so far as the Resolution goes, it is a little 
too wide I fear. 1£ we anlilyse the various Departments, it might be found that 
certain departments do not re'tuire or would not be benefited very much by the 
association of  advisory bodies therewith. I have ah-eady 'Bliuded to. the 
Emigration Branch as being eminently fitted for this experimel!t being made. 
Then, take the Land Revenue Department. It deals mainly with provincial 
subjects. We deal in the branch relating to legislation with the question as tQ 
whether we are to give our assistance inasmuch as the final control is with J~ 

I do not think that is II. sphere in which an advisory committee would be of 
very great value, because it is primarily for the provinces to settle what 
legisla.tionthey wish to embark upon, and it is only in the discharge of a final 

• responsibility that the Governor General or the Governor General in Council 
oomes in. Therefore, in that Department there would not be much scope. 

Then, with regard to Agriculture, Forests, and 1'0 on, these are either 
tl'aDsferred subjects or r.eserved provincial subjects. There again, the problems 
that come up before our Department are such that I do not think it would 
benefit by any advice being given to it, nor do I think the Members or 
this House would receive very much training, not t.he training that they would 
. desire. Reference has .been made to the o~ts and Telegraphs Depart-
ment. ~ ell, th.ere, pOSSIbly I would be very much helped by creating a larg~ 

-body of tnfluential members who ,could tell the emplOyees of Government ' ~  

:p 
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are eTery day cla.mouring for greater emo luments, who coUld tell the country 
ihat the state of the finances does not permit of any large increases either in 
adablishment.s or in pay. I think they could do a good bit of work for the 
(lovernment as well as for the Assembly and perhaps the point can be 
etamined as to whether it will be possible to procure for myself and for my 
Department that kind of assistance; but, as regards such questions, namely, as 
to whether telegraph apparatus is to be purchased worth 20 lakhsol' one crore, 
uto whether a line has to be placed between A and B stations or C and D 
stations, or as to whether there should be J ,000 clerks 01; 1,500 clerks employed 
in a particular range, all these are matters, I think, which are the work of 
every day administration aud the Government of India rarely interfere with 
t ~ discretion of the Director General. 

It is only questions of policy that com"! up here largely, and occasionally 
during the last few months, or perhaps a year and a half, questions dea.ling 
entirely . with finance with which the Finance Member has a.s much to do 
as the 'Member in charge: and I think the Finance Department and the 
;Finance Committee have every opportunity of discussing that aspect of the 
problem, because I think the Finance Member has fortified himself with 
getting a.ll his curtailments carried through the Finance Committee and 
turning down all our proposals for improvement8 in our staff, etc. I fear we 
feel helpleBB some times. Well then that disposes of posts and telegraphs. 
Then, again, take Public Works. Buildings and Roads are pra.ctically<.in the 
hands of Ministers. Irrigation is a purely technical question which had to be 
dealt with by the Secretary who is a technical expert in the Roads 
and Buildings Branch, or by the Inspector General of Irrigation, 
and consequently the Department I do not think would be very much 
benefited by the a.ssociation of Honourable Members thprewitb, nor would 
the· Hononrable Members be benefited thereby. You may say I'Rm speaking 
for Departments with which possibly many Honourable Members may Dot 
eate very much to associate themselves, but there the fact is that the proposi-
tion advaucedby Mr. Neogy requires modification and qualification before 
the Government of India can accept it. _ 

,Jlr.S. C. 8hahani: Very slight. 

The Honaurable ltao Bahadur B. N. Sarma: May be vel'J slight, but 
there it is. Well then, take again the food policy. Even in a matter like 
the food question, it will be impossible for the Revenue Department to place 
all the papers in the hands of Honourable Members because whether from a 
particular port 100,000 tons are to be exported or 200,000 tons is a question 
of vital importance and the matter cannat be allowed to go beyond a few 
individuals before a decision is taken. I am only illustrating what my 
Honourable colleague, Sir Malcolm HaileJ, mentioned· with reference to 
Finance matters. Therefore in almost every Department there are certain 
IlUbjects which must be handled only by a few and I do not think that even 
the Members of this Assembly would a.sk to be associated with questions where 
secrecy is of the eSi6nce of the transaction. I take it that what the Honour-
able Members of this House want it to be associated with the administra.tion 
of the country so that they may have a grip of the details thereof for the 
put'PO.se of seeing whether unnecessary expe!lditure is.beiri.g incurred, whether 
any Improvements can be effected and In what d1rectIOns, so that they can 
flay they have done their duty by their country and by their Government, . 
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would therefore suggest to the House the desirabil.ity of carrying this 'attack 
by asking the Government to give them a chance of a.ssociating advisory 
bodies with the DepartIQents in respect of particular subjects. It would be 
easy for the Gove1'llment to accept a position of that kind and to see. whether 
further assistance cannot be given to the Members of this House hyappointing 
one or more Secretaries or Under Secretaries in parti(mlar Departments. -rather 
tha.n in all Depa.rtments. I therefore thin" tha.t the House would do well 
not to be over-enthusiastic a.nd not to think that the Govemment are in anv 
way hostile, to helping the Assembly in their desire to le'nn the work of 
administration but to see that the Govemment is ".lot hampered unnecessat'ily 
and to modify t e~r views in the dire~tion I have indicated. 

IIr. K. C. Neogy: Sir, I propose to be very brief in my reply, becau~e 

most of the points which .ha.ve been raised on the official side ofthe House 
have already been met by the previous speakers, I do not think I need take 
the Honourable the Home Member seriously in the technica.l objection that he 
raised with regard to the Governor General being the authority in this matter 
and not the Governor General in Council. If I heard him aright, I believe 
in his last speech he said that it would be fOl' the Government of India t() 
decide-at least it should be left to the Government of India to decide as to 
which Departments should have these standing committees. :Furthermore, 
when in March, 1921, I asked. a question as to what was going to be done in 
regard to this proposal for the association of standing committees with Depa~ 
ments,the Standing Finance Committee was given a.s an instance of the 
action that the Govel'nment had taken in this matter, Well, Sir, if I may 
turn to the speech of the Honourable the Finance Member, when he mored 
the Resolution for the appointment of this Standing Finance Comtnittee, I see 
that what he said is as follows : 

'The proposal which I now put forward is not in pursuance (If a rule, bu.t i& iH pursuance 
of a decision at which we ourselves have &rlived: . 

I think, Sir, in this instance, the 'we' is the Government of· India., -The 
Honourable the Home Member has told us that the appointment of these 
committees will only increase the volume of work and will be a. great burden 
on the already over-worked officials of the Government of India, Well, Sir, 
this is an argument for the abolition of all committees, I happen to be a 
member, a nominated member of a committee which iS80SsOCiated with a 
branch of the . Honourable the Home Member's depattment, I mean the 
Publicity Advisol'y Committee. If I had known thaL I was only helping in 
increasing the burden of the already over-worked officials, I certainly for one 
would not have continued in it ; and I do not know, Sir, if this is a broad 
hint to the non·official members to l'etire from that committee, . That is (ne 
point. Then the Honourable the Home Member referred to France, America, 
Europe and other countl'ies in which committees had. been tried; and he 
attempted to show tha.t they are eithel' no good or they hamper the executi-ve. 
I thought. that the' Canadian Fur-coat' theory had some weiO'ht with the 
officials; and in this case 1 propose to avail myself of that argu ~t. France 
and America are quite different from India; their constitution is different, and 
thecorumittees in those countries are not exactly advisory in their functions' 
theybaveimporta.nt administrative work to do as well. '}'he Honourable t ~ 
Home Member l'ererl'ed to J ohu Stualt :Mill ill favour of a statement that 
the administration should be cal'ried on by 'proper and competent ~rsoD ' 

and that these committees 01' legiRlative bodies should interfere as little as 
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p)ssible with them. Well, Sir, in those countries, particularly Great Britain, 
which John tu~rt Mill had in mind, these' proper and competent persons' 
are themselves representatives of the people, and their position in the Govern-
ment depends upon the following they have in the Honse. Then, it has 
been said by the Honourable Mr. Sarma that the Resolution is too wide and 
that there are some Departments whom these standing committees won't suit. 

Well, Sir, I tah my stand upon the statement made by Lord Meston 
before the Joint Parliamentary Committee. He excepted only the Army 
and the Foreign and Political Departments, and I think if the Government 
had any objection to these standing committees being a.'1socia.ted with other 
Departments, these objections should have been urged before the Joint 
Committee through Sir James Meston. It is too late in the day to raise those 
objections now. 

Then, Sir, it has been said: 'Oh, you will have precious little to do with 
the transferred b'Ubjects as they are all dealt with by the provinces.' Well, 
Sir, may I inquire if the Government of India have got anything to do at all 
in those subjects? If they have, we shall be glad to know what those things 
are, and, if necessary, advise Government about them. Well, when we ask 
for these committees, it is said that the Government of India have got little 
t~ do in Departments corresponding to the provincial transferred subjects, but 
you do not seem to have made any corresponding reduction in the staff and 
expenditure on that account in those Departments. • 

Then, again, a good de~l has been said with regard to procedure and so 
fOlth. Well, I may remind the Honourable Members that it was never the 
intention of the authorities, whom I have quoted in my favour, that all and 
every matter should be placed before the committee, and that is not at all my 
intention either. Take as wide a discretion as you like in tbis matter. Take 
us into your confidence in matters where you can, and where you ought to 
frame your own rules in any way that may suit you; I do not mind that. 

Then, it has been said that dne member is very often appointed to several 
committees. Well, Sir, I suggest that, if necessary, make it impossible for 
one member to seek election to more than one or two standing committees, 
and as regards committees appointed by Government, do not appoint more 
than one member to more than one or two committees. 

There is one other point, Sir, to which I should like to refer, and that is 
the objections on constitutional grounds and the practical difficulties of 
administration. These objections apply with equal force in the case of reserved 
subjects in the Provincial Governments, and I may inform the House that 
elected committ.ees have been appointed in Bengal to every Department of 
Government, and I am told that this is also the case in the Punjab, the United 
Provinces and the Central Provinces. In the case of Madras, the committees 
are not elected but appointed, but that does not make very great difference, 
I think. I therefore appel.l to the House to accept my Resolution. 

Mr. Deputy President: The question is that: 
• ThiR As·embly reCommends to the Govel'llor Genera.l in Council tha.t Standing Com-

mittee., elected by the Members of the IJegi.lature, be a.uociated with the different Depart-
menta of the Government of India other than the Army and the Foreign and Political 
Departments '. 

Ir. S. C. Shahani: Aloe Government Members to remain neutral, Sir I 
on this ~i Il ? 
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Mr. Deputy President: That is aquestioll for the Government to decide. 
The Assembly then divided as follows: 

Abdul Majia, Shaikh. 
Abdul Quadir, Maulvi. 
Abul Kasem, MauIvi. 
Agarwala, J~ala G. L. 
Agnihotri, Mr. K. B. L. 
Ahmed, Mr. K. 
Ahmed Baksh Khan, .Mr. 
Ayyar, Mr. T. V. Seshagiri. 
Bagde, Mr. K. G. 
Bajpai, Mr. S. P. 
Barna, l.Ir. D. C. 
Bhargava, Pandit J. L. 
Bishambhar Nath, Mr. 
Chaudhuri, Mr. J. . 
Ginwa1a, Mr. P.  P. 
Gour, Dr. H. S. 
Hussanally, Mr. W. M. 
Ikramullah Khan, Raja M.  M. 
Iswar Saran, Munshi. 
Jatkar, Mr. B. H. R. 

• 
Akram Hussain, Prince A. M. M. 
Bradley-Birt, Mr. F. B. 
!lray, Mr. Denys. 
Bryant, Mr. J. F. 
Clarke, Mr. G. R. 
Cotelingam, Mr. J. P. 
Dentith, Mr. A. W. 
Faridoonji, Mr. R. 
Fell, Sir Godfrey. 
Habibullah, Mr. Muhammad. 

AYES -40. 

Man Singh, Bhai. 
Misra, Mr. P. L. 
Mudaliar, Mr. S. 
Muhammad Hussain, Mr. T. 
Mukherjee, Mr. J. N. 
Nag, Mr. G. C. 
Nand La!, Dr. 
Neogy, Mr. K. C. 
Pyari Lal, Mr. 
a~gac ariar, Mr. T. 
Reddi, Mr. M. K. 
Shahani, Mr. S. C. 
Singh, Babu B. P. 
Singh, Raja K. P. 
Sinha, Babu L. P: 
Sircar, Mr. N. C. 
Sohan La!, Bakshi. 
Subrahmanayam, Mr. C. S. 
Ujagar Singh, Baba Dedi. 
Vishindas, Mr. H. 

NOES-3D . 

Lindsay .. Mr. Darcy. 
McCarthy, Mr. F. 
Mitter, Mr. K. N. 
Muhammad Ismail, Mr. S. 
}lao, Mr. C. Krishnaswami. 
Renouf, Mr. W. C. 
Samarth, Mr. M. M. 
Sal'iaraz Hussain Khan, Mr. 
Sharp, Mr. H. 
Sim, Mr. G.  G. 

Hailey, the Honourable Sir Malcolm. 
. Hajeebhoy, Mr. Mahomed. 

SJ.lence, Mr. R. A . 
Vmcent, the Honourable Sir William. 
'Wllghorn, Colonel W. D. Hllllah, Mr. J. 

Kabraji, Mr. J. K.' N. 
Keith, Mr. W. J. 

The motion was adopted. 

Way; Mr. T. A. H. 
Zahiruddin Ahmed, Mr. 

The Assembly then adjourned till Two of the 
Ja.nua.ry, 1922. 

Clock on Friday, the 20th 
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